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Abstract 
This thesis aims at investigating the being of leadership in relation to the leader’s practices and the 

relations that leaders engage in. It investigates leadership based on an understanding of Being that 

derives from the concept of Dasein created by Martin Heidegger. Hence, this notion of Being is the 

foundation for the understanding of leadership and the leader’s relation to her own self. 

The practices of the leader are uncovered in regard to the dynamics, which persist in an 

organisation, and in regard to practices that pertain to management and to leadership.  

The leader’s Being is ideally characterised by the fact that, that Being is a constant issue for her 

wherefore she constantly relates to her own Being and to her Being-in-the-world. It is therefore 

argued that she constantly engages in an etho-poietic process where she relates her own Being to 

the values that she possesses. In this sense she strives towards practicing herself from a mode of 

dwelling where her practices will be a natural part of her Being. As she practices on this foundation 

she will experience herself as authentic since she is able to relate her practices to her understanding 

of herself. If she is not able to fulfil her desire to practice from the mode of dwelling she will 

practice from the mode of building, which means that her practices will be based on a mere 

theoretical understanding of herself and the relations she is part of.  

The relation that the leader has to her own self is characterised by a care which is the essential part 

of her Being, as all her practices can be reduced to this care. The care of the self is thus a 

prerequisite for the relations that she has to her employees and to the organisation. The relation the 

leader has to her employees is characterised as solicitude and the relation to the organisation as 

concern. The leader is in a constant tension between these three relations as she always considers 

the care she has for herself, the solicitude she has for her employees and the concern she has for the 

organisation.  

The leader must therefore understand leadership through her relations and the relations she can 

observe within the organisation since this constitutes the practices of leadership.  

It is therefore important that the leader understands the importance of culture and relations 

constitute that she engages her own Being in the culture, as she would otherwise be unable to gain 

insight in the levels that the culture consists of as far as culture.   

Leadership must be considered a reflective practice wherefore the leader must constantly ensure her 

own Being when practicing leadership. She can do so by considering four existentials that 

conceptualise and facilitate a reflection of leadership practices. The four existentials are; Care of the 

self, Sustainment of authenticity, Normative Exemplification and Cultural Sensitivity.  
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Introduction 
Back to ancient Greece, there has been a desire to teach the fine art of leadership since it seems 

most people are capable of managing and leading others by hand, but few are capable of true 

leadership. Therefore we must not neglect the importance of understanding leadership and the 

leader's relationship to herself since this is the very thing that lays the ground for modern 

leadership. As our world changes and organisations become more dependent on knowledge-based 

workers, the need for reflexive leaders is inevitable, particularly because so many different fields of 

knowledge are combined in most organisations. Educating leaders who are generalists instead of 

specialists is therefore essential, as it is difficult to find leaders whose qualifications cover the 

whole range of disciplines. Think of Plato's academy, here great leaders were educated in the fine 

art of leadership in order to be capable of leading their nation. Even though there has been focus on 

leadership throughout the last decades, it seems to have been generalised to an extent of 

competencies and abilities. In this sense, we think we know what leadership really is and that we 

have finally reached an understanding of true leadership. However, have we really reached a deeper 

understanding of leadership or is this actually the fundamental problem of the modern leadership 

discourse? What if we only know what leadership is, when we are able to lead in coherence with 

our own being and values? If this is the case, then we must know under which circumstances the 

leader is able to thrive and excel. Leadership must therefore never become common sense since the 

leader's own reflection on what leadership is and what it means for her to lead will become 

redundant. 

Hence, we must focus our attention on leadership itself and the being of leadership in order to 

understand leadership as what it really is. One thing is to declare some common traits and 

competencies that leaders possess or must possess but another thing is to clarify the practices of 

leadership. Instead of interpreting leadership solely in relation to the leader we must see the bigger 

perspective and interpret leadership in relation to the practices that are associated to it.  

This can contribute to a more extensive conception of leadership and the prerequisites of fostering 

leaders. 

Hence, this thesis will have its focus on the being of leadership and the practices that are associated 

with understanding and reflecting on leadership. The being of leadership cannot be uncovered 

without an understanding of the leader’s relation to her own self (idem), the employees and the 

organisation. The relations that the leader has to the three will be investigated based on an 

understanding of the leader’s own Being and the care she has for herself (ipse). Leadership will 
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therefore be considered in regard to the leader’s relation to her own self, her Being and her relation 

to the being of leadership.  

The practices of leadership are thus investigated in these relations, which establishes the framework 

for a deeper understanding of leadership itself. However, the practices of leadership are not solely 

dependant on the leader’s relation to the beings which are part of these practices, it is also 

dependant on the organisational settings which leadership is practiced in. In this sense the culture is 

an important factor to investigate in regard to leadership, as culture can be considered a creational 

force that legitimises the practices of leadership or on the other hand be seen as an obstacle for true 

leadership.  

As leadership must be understood through its being and the way in which the leader relates her own 

Being to leadership, it must be considered a part of the leader’s Being-in-the-world to have a 

relation to her own Being and to the being of leadership. Hence, the analysis of the leader’s relation 

to her Being depends on the understanding of herself and the relations she engages in. If leadership 

is to be conceptualised, it must take into consideration that the leader has a relation to her own 

Being and that she is able to relate this to her practices. What will the consequences of leadership 

be, if it is not understood in regard to the leader’s Being and its own being? Will leadership be 

reduced to a mere managerial practice that can be protocolised and taught in textbooks? In order to 

sustain as a reflective practice as the ancient Greeks intended, leadership must evolve continuously 

in order to ensure its relation to the leader who practice leadership based on her relation to her own 

Being. We must therefore acknowledge leadership as the reflective practice it really is and therefore 

focus our investigation on the being of leadership and the relations that this being consists of. For 

this reason leadership will be approached through the leader’s relation to herself, her employees and 

the organisation since it is through these relations that she is able to approach her own leadership 

practices. 

 

The thesis will thus take its point of departure from the following research question: 

How is the being of leadership understood in regard to the leader’s practices and the relations that 

she is a part of? In what way does this affect the leader’s relation to her own self, her employees 

and the organisation, and how can this be conceptualised? 
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Methodological Foundation 

Point of departure 
The thesis wishes to investigate the practices of leadership and how the leader relates to her own 

self and to leadership. In this sense it will examine the underlying practises of leadership and the 

being of leadership. 

It will do so by uncovering the values that substantiate the power relations and cultural 

significances within both private and public organisations. 

In addition to this, it will attempt to develop an understanding of leadership as a practice and as an 

important part of the fundamental part of being among other beings.  

This thesis has its point of departure within the poststructuralistic paradigm, as it will entail a 

discourse analysis of the concept of leadership in the sense that it will investigate the practices and 

rhetoric of leadership.  

The poststructuralistic paradigm is based on the concept of meaning, which occurs between us in 

systems in which we participate. Meaning is therefore not created within the thing itself rather it is 

socially constructed. In this sense, poststructuralists strive for multiple interpretations and deny the 

existence of a universal truth. A poststructuralistic analysis will focus on what is expelled from a 

traditional scientific study, how it is expelled and how the truth can only be approached through 

concepts that it forgets to take into consideration.1 

The thesis will operate from two perspectives, the phenomenological method and discourse 

analysis. These two perspectives perceive the constitution of meaning from different aspects. 

Phenomenology believes that meaning is founded within the subject as we only see the world as it 

appears before us and not as it really is. Accordingly, there is no distinction between what really is 

and what we perceive, since there is no universal truth. It is therefore essential to analyse the way in 

which the world appears to us and the structural circumstances for the knowledge we acquire. Thus, 

the subject is the primary focus, as knowledge always descends from experience and cognition 

departing from the first person perspective.2  

The discourse analysis will be based on the concept of discourse by the French philosopher Michel 

Foucault. Here, poststructuralism places itself and us between subject and object beyond 

subjectivity and objectivity. Foucault works from a genealogical base in which he examines 

concepts that shape the world in certain ways.  

																																																								
1 Jacobsen, M. H., Lippert-Rasmussen, K. and Nedergaard, P. (2010). Videnskabsteori – i statskundskab, 
2 Ibid., p. 160 
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In this sense, the discourse analysis will be put to use in the analysis of the concept of leadership 

both from a cultural perspective and a rhetoric perspective. The concept of leadership will therefore 

be investigated in relation to the values and articulations affiliated with the practices of leadership. 

Discourse is defined as a collection of statements regularly structured in a formation. Foucault 

argues that discourses are intentional and strategically instituted. However they are not embedded in 

specific subjects but are behavioural patterns within a given field of research.3  

Empirical material 
In order to investigate the being of leadership, the most important work of Martin Heidegger, Sein 

und Zeit (Being and Time), will be used as the foundation for the analysis of leadership. This will 

be done by applying Heidegger's concept of Dasein as the kind of being, which characterises human 

beings. In doing so, this will provide a basic understanding of how human beings understand and 

relate to their own Being, their Being-in-the world and the beings-in-the-world. With such an 

insight it is possible to enlighten how leadership can be understood in relation to the leader and in 

her relation to being a leader through the identification of her understanding of her own practices.  

In relation to this being-in-the world, the concepts of building and dwelling will be used to analyse 

the secularisation of the concept of leadership. As leadership comes into being when it is practiced 

authentically, the being of leadership will only emerge when it is put into use. In the act of putting 

something into use it appears to us in its true character and it is therefore only in this act that we can 

address its being. As we engage with the beings-in-the-world and put them into use, we enter the 

mode of dwelling. This mode is constitutive for our conception of the beings and the practices that 

they entail. When we attempt to interpret leadership, we inevitably have to step back and enter the 

building mode in order to perceive the concept in a more theoretical manner. For this reason we 

have to work with the concept of leadership in a more relational perspective which Foucault’s 

theory of power-knowledge provides.  

To provide this relational perspective, the concept of power will be introduced in order to 

understand how the practices of the beings-in-the-world constitute and maintain power relations. In 

this aspect, knowledge is generated by engaging in certain practices and becoming a part of the 

relations that they entail. By accumulating such knowledge we become entrenched in a discourse 

bestowing specific norms and values that encourage certain behaviour.   

Norms therefore have a central role in the constitution of leadership wherefore culture is crucial to 

take into consideration since it legitimises leadership. The perspective of organisational culture will 

																																																								
3 Ibid., pp. 209-210 
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be introduced by the theory of Edgar Schein. In his notion of organisational culture, he 

distinguishes between three cultural levels; artefacts, espoused beliefs and basic underlying 

assumptions. The deepest and most constitutive level consists of the basic underlying assumptions, 

which aligns with Foucault's notion of norms. In relation to Foucault's perception of norms he refers 

to the normalising processes in a social context, which ascertains certain practices and beliefs as 

being normal and acceptable. This aligns with Schein's notion of basic underlying assumptions, 

which alludes to the normalised actions and beliefs of a group. Therefore it is important in order to 

understand the impact of leadership to consider the culture from both perspectives since the culture 

also lays the ground for the practices of the organisation. 

The grounding of the theories to the more practical perspectives of leadership will be conducted 

through interviews with five leaders who are asked to relate to themselves and their role as a leader 

in order to establish a symbiosis between the theoretical foundation and the practical circumstances 

of leadership. In order to get a more comprehensive perspective of leadership, the focus of the 

thesis has been on leaders from both public and private organisations. In this sense the thesis will 

not focus on the public sphere and the governmentality since its focus is merely on the leader 

herself and not the organisation. It is therefore necessary to investigate the practices of leadership 

both within the public and private spheres as leadership is practiced in both, though under different 

conditions. 

Hopefully, the thesis will be able to shed light on leadership both within the public and the private 

sphere, as this will lead to a deeper understanding of leadership itself. Yet, the focus will be on the 

leaders themselves rather than the institutions and the spheres they are part of, since the aim is not a 

comparison of the public and private sphere but rather to obtain a deeper understanding of 

leadership. 

The leaders are employed both in one public institution and in two private organisations. Two of the 

leaders are employed in a hospital, respectively as Chief Physician and Head of Nursing. We 

wanted to find leaders who, attentive to it or not, would be placed within the practices of leadership, 

as they would probably be more open towards themselves and their relationship towards 

leadership.  However, as our engagement with these organisations has been limited, we have not 

had the opportunity to affect the choice of leaders whom will participate in our thesis.  

Within the private sphere two organisations have been selected on the basis on the type of 

corporation. Furthermore, the leaders have been asked to be prepared to engage in a reflection on 

leadership wherefore there is an assumption of how the leaders think of themselves and leadership, 
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as leaders who base their practices solely on management probably would not agree to participate. 

In this sense, the choice of leaders will, hopefully, be leaders who are able to reflect on their own 

practices and values, as this will provide a more comprehensive understanding of leadership. On the 

other hand, if these leaders are not able to engage in this reflection, this to will provide an aspect to 

the understanding of leadership, as it is naïve to believe that all leaders are comfortable with this 

kind of self-reflection and who are capable of relating to themselves and their role as a leader in this 

extensive perspective. 

The two corporations are a pension company and an IT solutions and support company. Both have 

strong values towards conducting business and have high demands to their leaders. In addition to 

this, their core business is providing a service, which is based on knowledge and expertise 

wherefore it can be related to public health care.  

The leaders in these two corporations are a; HR Manager, Vice President HR and Vice President IT 

Operations Service Division. These are leaders in the top-level of the corporations and some of 

them have extensive experience within leadership practices. Therefore they are an obvious choice 

when aiming to understand leadership, as they will probably have different perspectives on 

leadership and what it entails.  

Engaging with the empirical 
The aforementioned empirical material will be gathered through interviews, which are constructed 

in order to give as much reflection as possible, as this reflection is the object of analysis. Therefore 

the interviews have been inspired by the concept of protreptic applied as a form of philosophical 

leadership coaching in order to create an open dialogue with the leaders, which allows them to 

reflect on the values and norms they attribute leadership.  

Protreptic is based on the concept of leadership of Aristotle. It is an art, which aims at guiding and 

educating leaders for their own good and for the good of society. The focus of protreptic is to reveal 

the values and norms, which are guiding and affecting their behavioural patterns, objectives and 

preferences. This is done by engaging them in a dialogue that is driven by existential considerations 

and thus encouraging the leaders to reflect on their basic values that influence the way in which 

they act and make decisions. Protreptic is therefore a form of coaching, though it is much more 

anonymous than traditional coaching forms, as it is not based on confirmation or evaluation but on 

reflection.4 It is a matter of engaging leaders in a dialogue that enables them to gain insight into the 

																																																								
4 Kirkeby, O. F., Hede, T.D., Larsen, J. and Mejlhede, M. (2011). Protreptik – Filosofisk coaching i ledelse. 
Denmark: Samfundslitteratur, p. 7 
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values that guide their actions, and with that knowledge become capable of handling and 

anticipating future problems and events. Hence, it is a form of philosophical coaching which gives 

rise to self-discovery and self-awareness. In this sense it can guide leaders to a deeper knowledge of 

who they are and to choose the basic values that have been embedded within themselves.5 The 

leaders will thereby be capable of acting on the basis of the values they have established as their 

own. The purpose with protreptic is to help the leaders deconstruct and construct values through 

mutual reflection and create cognitions and events. The signification of values in the context of 

events refers to the motives of conscious actions or actions that can become conscious. Accordingly 

this means that every conscious act confers to some underlying value. If the value behind the act is 

primarily positive, then this act can become instituted as a norm. In an organisational context these 

values can again be reduced to the Greek square, to the good, just, beautiful and true.6 These values 

are considered the fundamental values that all other values in some way derive from. Due to the fact 

that we all interpret and live our values differently, the protreptic dialogue can help leaders come to 

an understanding of the values that guide them in current events. In this aspect, the dialogue 

presents an event, as it is ascribed significance by generating self-discovery and self-

awareness.         

In the interviews there will be an openness in regard to how it will be structured, as there are no 

fixed questions that have to be answered. Rather there are subjects which must be discussed and 

directions the dialogues must take. These subjects are; management, leadership, power, 

authenticity, trust, care, self-management, values, the self, to be/existentialism, development, 

insight and knowledge. The subjects are chosen because they are fundamental in the way leadership 

reveals its practices and how the leaders relate to these practices and to themselves. Therefore the 

leaders will be presented with the subjects as the dialogue progresses and it will be apparent to 

touch upon the subjects.  

Hopefully, this will make them feel comfortable in the dialogue and enhance their willingness to 

bring their values into perspective and reflect upon how they influence them as leaders, as this is the 

aim of the interviews. 

The purpose of the interviews and the protreptic approach is not to extract something general about 

leadership. Rather it is to get an understanding of how the leaders relate to leadership and their role 

																																																								
5 Ibid., pp. 15-16 
6 Kirkeby, O. F. (2003). The Greek Square, or, The Normative Challenge of Aesthetics. Ephemera, volume 
3(3): 197-219, pp. 205-206 
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as leaders and use this insight to obtain an idea of wherein and how leadership is practiced. The 

interviews will provide the empirical foundation, as the thesis operates from the notion that 

leadership exists and is practiced when the leaders reflect and relate to their role as leaders and to 

the concept of leadership. Without the interviews this notion would lack conviction, as it neglects to 

confront leadership in its being.  

Creating a framework for leadership 
The thesis will start by generating an understanding of the concept of leadership by investigating 

the being of leadership through an interpretation of its being-in-the-world. This being constitutes 

the practices of leadership, as leadership comes into being in relation to itself and to the other.  

This creates a theoretical framework for the being of leadership, as this is understood through the 

Being of Dasein. In order to complement this thinking with a relation beyond the being of 

leadership, the concept of power will ensure the understanding of the relation to the other, since this 

is crucial to understand leadership as it is practiced in relation to other beings. 

The concept of leadership will then be constructed in regard to the organisation, as the significance 

of culture will be implemented. Finally this discourse of leadership, which is constructed on the 

aforementioned theoretical foundation, will be used to analyse the empirical material. This will 

provide the basis for constituting a theory of leadership that takes all three aspects into 

consideration. The analysis will thereby present how leadership must be perceived in accordance to 

the self, the other and the organisation in order to fully grasp the significance of leadership and the 

being of leadership.  

This will result in the establishment, and discussion of a discourse of leadership that will lead to the 

explication of specific leadership-existentials as a part of the new framework for leadership.  
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From Management to Leadership  

Management - an explanation 
Management can be perceived as an organisational concept, which contains rigid job-descriptions 

and fact-based manuals on every single task. This would ensure the workers of e.g. a factory knew 

exactly what their role was and how they were expected to act. In this sense, they were a means to 

an end, to create more profit for the organisation. Employees were not expected to bring anything 

but their work capacities to the organisation, as this would simply be a disturbance to their rule-

based acting and lack of self-commitment.7 

The word itself derives from the Italian “maneggiara” which means to break a horse in, thus it is the 

role of the person in the centre of the ring who directs the horse by hand.8  

In an organisational context this is the mere technical function, which belongs to the manager. 

Hence, the responsibilities of the manager are related to directing the horse within the confinement 

of the ring. Meaning, that the manager has to steer her employees according to the organisational 

framework, alluding to the fixed settings such as the organisational hierarchy, goals, strategic plans 

etc. The manager therefore complies with the organisational framework rather than challenge or 

attempt to develop it. This means that the work of the manager is based on a hands-on approach 

with strict compliance to procedures and rules. Consequently, it can be argued that management has 

a significant role in practicing strategy though not in innovating or developing it. Therefore it lacks 

normative reflection, as such practices only confer to the already set processes. In this sense, the 

manager does not act on the basis of a conscious choice of doing the good for the sake of the action 

itself. Rather she acts on the basis of facts and compliance to the rules set by the organisation. 

Therefore, it is necessary to take normativity into account, as there is a tension between the good 

action on one side and the consciousness of doing good on the other side. The organisation thus 

becomes a sphere where the two sides interact, as there is a choice to do good due to the 

interpersonal relation of the good and the consciousness of it. The good action is therefore 

nonstrategic since it is based on a choice, which coexists with both practical and theoretical 

consciousness of the good.9  

 

																																																								
7 Kirkeby, O. F. (2003). The Greek Square, or, The Normative Challenge of Aesthetics. Ephemera, volume 
3(3): 197-219, pp. 197-198 
8 Kirkeby, O. F. (2004). Det nye lederskab. Denmark: Børsens Forlag, p. 45 
9 Ibid., pp. 46-47 
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“From Management to Leadership” - Why?  
Due to the lack of normativity in management, it is necessary to take the concept of leadership into 

consideration, as this can provide a more nuanced perspective to the field.  

As organisations have evolved and changed considerably since the industrial revolution this has 

required a change in the mindset of the organisations themselves. Therefore it is no longer sufficient 

to treat employees as parts of the machinery that drives the factories. In other words, employees can 

no longer be seen as a means to an end, rather they are the end itself. 

In this new world of organisations where work-tasks are based on knowledge and expertise, 

employees require nursing, as they can no longer just be steered by manuals and job-descriptions.  

The concept of management must be complemented by something that encourages normativity, and 

an approach, which encounters them as whole individuals, who are the primary resource of the 

organisation. 

As management belongs to the practical sphere of strategy, both as a total part of the organisation 

and as a minor part, leadership can be understood as the attempt to transform management into a 

mere self-reflective practice and as an activity that legitimises itself by founding its own discourse 

on normativity. Ole Fogh Kirkeby argues that the difference between leadership and management 

can be perceived as a normative one. :“If one does not delimit leadership to mean the set of 

activities related to the handling of problems peculiar to the “personal sphere” of the employees 

only, it could be grasped as the metaconceptual context of management”.10  

Thus true leadership handles the inevitable tasks of management, as these are still essential for the 

organisation. Though since employees in contemporary corporations are not to the same extent 

restricted by specific job-descriptions and procedures, they now require normativity. The difference 

between the two becomes normative, as leadership contains a choice and normative reflection, 

which is crucial when employees and their leaders have to navigate in the tension between the good 

and the consciousness of the good.    

Contemporary leadership  
As normativity becomes an important part of contemporary organisations, this requires the leaders 

to be able to navigate within the tension between management and leadership.  

Leadership in itself becomes a choice of the leader as she has chosen to lead and has chosen the 

power. This choice can only be legitimised if the choice can be justified by something external to 

herself. She must be able to explain why she has chosen power and this explanation must be 
																																																								
10 Kirkeby, O. F. (2003). The Greek Square, or, The Normative Challenge of Aesthetics. Ephemera, volume 
3(3): 197-219, p. 199 
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something different from and more significant than personal incentives. In this sense the leader 

must be reconciled with herself, as an imbalance between her values and the chosen power will 

make her incapable of leading. The leader thereby claims her power by demonstrating a 

comprehensive insight in the organisation’s framework of values and principles. Meanwhile she 

must keep in mind what is best for the organisation in its totality and be capable of realising 

common goals and objectives.     

The true leader must therefore be willing to go in front and, if necessary, to sacrifice herself for the 

good of the organisation and for her employees, as this is exactly what makes her a true leader, 

since her leadership is legitimised by something external to herself. 

Generosity is thus an important concept of leadership because the true leader is generous in the 

sense that she is able to consider the aspects of the situation and make a choice based on 

normativity rather than mere rationality. As the leader understands that her freedom can be grasped 

by being capable of distinguishing between what she can change and what she cannot, she will find 

that true freedom comes from being willing to put herself on the line for the sake of others.11 

Leadership is thus a means in which the leader takes the lead by maintaining a meta-perspective of 

the end goal and defines the road, as she moves towards that goal.  

Therefore the leader is only capable of practicing leadership if she is able to let the flow of the 

organisation happen through the social relations in the organisation. 

In this sense, leadership implies a different form of authority and power than management, as this is 

based on a more coercive exertion of power. Leadership entails both power and authority and 

perhaps to a greater extend than management, whereas the exertion of power that relates to 

leadership is a power that is based on normative reflection. The leader must therefore be the judge 

of which norms that are to create the foundation for leadership, she must do this by explicating her 

own norms and values. Phronesis is thus an important aspect of contemplation for the leader, as this 

is the practical and theoretical knowledge guiding her ethical and normative conduct. It is what 

allows the leader to get through difficult situations while ensuring the common wealth of the 

organisation. Hence, it is a process in which the leader engages in etho-poiesis, as she must 

continuously relate to her norms and values in relation to the situation in which she finds herself.12  

Leadership can therefore be perceived as a state in which the leader is conscious of her choice to 

lead, as well as she is prepared to sacrifice herself for the sake of others. In this sense leadership 

																																																								
11 Kirkeby, O. F. (2004). Det nye lederskab. Denmark: Børsens Forlag, p. 43 
12 Kirkeby, O. F. (2003). The Greek Square, or, The Normative Challenge of Aesthetics. Ephemera, volume 
3(3): 197-219, pp. 199-200 
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becomes a continuation of the management discourse, as the leader is capable of navigating within 

the tension of the two, she is aware of the normativity which is placed in this distinction and acts on 

the basis of it. Management does not entail leadership as the manager is not able to lead, yet 

leadership does understand and in some cases choose management wherefore the leader is able to 

manage. 

The leader's relationship to herself 
In order to conduct leadership, the leader must be able to choose who she is and step into character. 

She must be able to relate to her own self in accordance with the moral and ethical demands she has 

for herself and in line with the role she fulfils, as this is where the ethical and moral demands are 

met.   

The choosing of oneself and stepping into character is dependant on an interpretation of a given 

situation and an assessment of the individuals involved. Choosing oneself is not something you can 

do once and for all, it must be done every single day. It requires not only insight into oneself but 

also insight into a given situation, event and the individuals involved. To step into character thus 

entails the realisation of one's own moral potentials and to serve the good of the organisation. The 

problems are, that there often can be a conflict between the two, as there is a dilemma in regard to 

the leaders opportunity to choose herself and to step into character.13  

The leader will therefore create her own self based on norms and creativity to interpret a given 

situation on the basis of the good in order to not simply rely on rules. To choose oneself thus 

becomes an etho-poietic process, a process of self-creation on the basis of the good. Being able to 

choose oneself and to step into character is thus dependant on values rather than on the 

organisational roles, as we are who we are regardless of our organisational character. As the leader 

steps into character and chooses herself, she inevitably relates to her own Being and to her Being-

in-the-world as a leader and in regard to leadership.   

The leader’s relationship to her own self and to her Being as a leader must therefore be further 

investigated, as it is in this relationship we encounter the being of leadership. 

 

																																																								
13 Kirkeby, O. F. (2004). Det nye lederskab. Denmark: Børsens Forlag, p. 64 
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Dasein and Leadership 

Dasein 
In order to understand Dasein we must start our investigation with the question of Being, as the 

understanding of Being is fundamental to the concept of Dasein.   

Heidegger distinguishes between Being, which is the Being of Dasein and the being as in “to be” 

something. In this sense, Being is a characteristic of Dasein’s Being as this is distinct from any 

other types of being. The Being of Dasein refers to the specific relationship that Dasein has to its 

Being-in-the-world. This relationship is founded on an understanding of the Being that is peculiar to 

Dasein. The constitutive state of Dasein’s Being is therefore Dasein’s understanding of its own 

Being, as it understands itself in terms of its existence and Being-in-the-world. This existence is a 

continuous matter of possibilities for itself, wherefore Dasein has to decide upon itself, whether to 

be itself or not be itself. :“Dasein is an entity which does not just occur among other entities. Rather 

it is ontically distinguished by the fact that, in its very Being, that Being is an issue for it”.14   

This means that the way Dasein is in the world, is the way it relates to its own Being, as this 

relationship to its own Being is what constitutes the very Being of Dasein. 

Thus, this Being which is characteristic for only Dasein, is the kind of Being which not only relates 

to and understands its own Being but also its Being-in-the-world in relation to other beings-in-the-

world. Therefore Dasein differentiates from other entities, as it is the only kind of being, that has a 

relationship to its Being. Dasein is in this sense not a subject or an object but a concept denoting 

this significant kind of Being, which relates to its Being-in-the-world.  

The question of Being is essential, since we must understand this Being in order to understand the 

characteristics of a concept such as leadership. In this sense the well-known phrase “Cogito ergo 

sum” which was presented by Descartes, has been analysed in regard to the “cogito” but not the 

“sum”. Heidegger therefore argues that the ego is only inquired in relation to the cognitive practices 

though the being of the ego remains unquestioned.15 

For this reason Heidegger presents the question of Being as a philosophical problem, which must be 

inquired before any psychological or societal questions can be investigated or answered. In other 

words, he argues that we must understand what constitutes Being and Being-in-the-world, before 

we have the means to understand the epistemological questions of Being. In this aspect, the 

																																																								
14 Heidegger, M. (1962). Being and Time. Malden, MA; Oxford: Blackwell Publishing Ltd., p. 32 
15 Ibid., pp. 71-72 
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understanding of “sum” precedes the understanding of “cogito”, which means that we must 

understand what Being means before we can understand what it means to be in the world.  

As the question of Being is a philosophical problem, the question of being a leader and of the being 

of leadership must also be a philosophical problem and must therefore be analysed on this ground.  

Being of the leader 
As this ontological question of Being is a philosophical problem, this ontological question of Being 

must be answered before we can comprehend what this Being actually can do in the world. In this 

sense, the question of leadership is also a philosophical problem, as it must be investigated what it 

means to be a leader and how the Being of the leader relates to leadership itself. 

Therefore we must investigate the Being of the leader in order to understand the being of 

leadership. 

It can therefore be related to the leader’s relationship to her own self, as it is in the relationship to 

her own Being that she chooses herself as herself and as a leader. In this sense her Being and her 

Being as Dasein is what constitutes how she chooses to be as a leader. In the same way that Dasein 

continuously relates to its own Being and seeks an understanding of it, the leader must do the same 

thing, as her kind of Being relates to Dasein’s Being. Since the leader has chosen to become a 

leader she must inevitably have related to her own Being in the means of making this decision. In 

other words, she must have attempted to understand herself in terms of being an employee and 

being a leader and in doing so her Being is a recurring issue for her. It can therefore be argued that 

the signification of choosing herself as a leader assimilates her Being to the Being of Dasein.  

This means that the being of a leader is peculiar to the individual leader and must be investigated on 

the grounds of her relationship to the being of leadership and to herself. Consequently, leadership 

can never become an entity that can be grasped independently from an existential reflection on 

being a leader, wherefore a universal proclamation of what leadership entails is impossible. Hence, 

the relationship that the leader has to her own self as a leader and to leadership is the fundamental 

aspect of the investigation of leadership.  

In addition to this, it is important to take into account that leadership presumes a relation to a 

person, a relationship that Heidegger does not seem to consider as fundamental for the constitution 

of Dasein. Therefore we must take into consideration that the being of a leader inevitably will entail 

a relationship to another Dasein as well as the relationship to leadership and to her own self. Hence, 

theories about this specific relation must be found in other authors. 
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When questioning the being of leadership we must therefore be aware of the fact that this relates to 

other Daseins as well as to other beings by means in the capacity of substances i.e. containers of 

their own Dasein.  

This is also an essential part of the leader's choice to be a leader since she chooses herself on the 

basis of her values and in relation to the given event and always in relation to a real or symbolic 

presence of the other. 

Therefore she must choose leadership and to be present in her own Being as she chooses leadership. 

In this sense she will choose herself not just as a leader but also as a Dasein which chooses itself in 

its Being. Accordingly, the leader understands herself as a leader not simply by relating to this 

particular being but also by relating to her Being-in-the-world and the beings-in-the-world, which 

are closest to her. 

Ready-to-hand and present-at-hand 
The entities that are understood on a theoretical basis because they are objectified and which we are 

unable to interact with are designated as present-at-hand. These entities are subjected to Dasein’s 

circumspection and are therefore only understood in terms of facts and composition. Hence, Dasein 

does not directly concern itself with these entities and consequently never grasp them as ready-to-

hand. In this state Dasein does not relate to the entities as equipment, as something “in-order-to” but 

as something which simply occurs in its world.  

On the other hand, when Dasein concerns itself with entities in its world and allows itself to submit 

to the specific kind of “in-order-to” which each entity possesses, it reveals the entity as something 

ready-to-hand. In this sense, it is the performing act of putting something into use, which makes the 

entity something ready-to-hand. When Dasein concerns itself with entities that are ready-to-hand, 

this act is not one that is guided by ontical knowledge in the means of facts and appearance but 

rather one that is guided by its ontological knowledge of worldhood. It is the kind of being which 

each entity possesses that guides Dasein’s concern with it.  

In the context of leadership, it can both appear to us something present-at-hand and something 

ready-to-hand. In many cases leadership is attempted to be interpreted in means of what is present-

at-hand, of what can be understood ontically. Hence, leadership is theorised on the basis of general 

propositions about leadership, abilities and normative ideas about the ideal form of leadership. In 

this sense, leadership is interpreted outside of its everydayness wherefore it can never reveal itself 

as something ready-to-hand. The implications of such an approach is that it is impossible to engage 

with leadership in its natural environment and will therefore never grasp the being that constitutes 
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leadership. By not approaching leadership as something ready-to-hand, it becomes an entity, which 

simply possesses some characteristics that are indistinguishable from many other entities. Imagine a 

hammer which is merely present-at-hand, it will only be interpreted as something consisting of 

wood and iron which are components that can be affiliated with many other entities. Interpreting the 

hammer ontically therefore does not reveal anything significant about it. Contrarily, if the hammer 

is interpreted as something ready-to-hand it will reveal itself through its overt use. In this sense, the 

hammer is interpreted ontologically by putting it into use in the means of hammering. It is thus the 

act of hammering which makes the hammer reveal itself as what it really is, as equipment.16 

Therefore Dasein i.e. the leader must interpret leadership through the daily practices she engages in, 

in relation to the worldhood of leadership. This means that she must relate to leadership in the same 

way she relates to worldhood. For this reason leadership only reveals itself through the leader’s use 

of it, in the same manner of hammering. Leadership can thus be understood as equipment, as 

something possessing a special kind of being which the leader only can have access to by leading. 

To understand leadership it is therefore necessary to inquire the ways in which leaders put 

leadership into use in order to grasp it as something ready-to-hand and thus its being. This 

understanding of the use of leadership can be signified by the concepts of building and dwelling, 

which Heidegger relates to equipment, these will be elaborated further in the next chapters.  

Being-in-the-world 
As Dasein chooses its own Being in accordance with its own understanding of itself, it also relates 

to its authenticity as this choice signifies a personal characteristic which is unique to that specific 

Dasein.  This authenticity is proclaimed by the individual relationship to Dasein’s Being. In this 

sense, Dasein is an entity which is solely characterised by its understanding of its own Being and 

this is determinate for its decision to be either inauthentic or authentic.17  

Thus the leader will, as Dasein, choose herself in leadership on the basis of her understanding of her 

own Being as a leader, wherefore the authenticity of her Being is dependant on her understanding of 

her own self. In regard to leadership, this implicates the leader's awareness of her own Being and 

her relationship to her own self. 

The leader will only be able to choose herself as the leader she wishes to be if she is capable of 

understanding her own Being-in-the-world in regard to her own leadership as this implies her own 

etho-poiesis.  As the leader engages in this etho-poietic process of creating herself as a leader, she 

																																																								
16 Ibid., p. 98 
17 Ibid., p. 68 
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must also be prepared to engage herself completely in her Being as a leader as this characterises 

leadership. In this sense, she must be present in her own Being and in her Being as a leader as this is 

fundamental for the being of leadership. 

An essential state of Dasein’s Being is Being-in and this state correlates to being familiar with, to 

reside, to dwell. Thus, it is the practices of Dasein’s Being-in-the-world, meaning that it is an 

existentiale denoting how Dasein relates to Being-in-the-world. In this sense Dasein can never be 

side-by-side with another entity, as it will always relate to its own Being and the being of that 

entity. Hence, Dasein always interacts and engages with the world and can never be a passive entity 

that is just present in the world.  

Thus, Dasein is capable of concern towards the world and the entities within the world, as this 

concern is Dasein’s Being towards the world. In this sense Dasein is in itself, when understood 

ontologically, care. Care therefore relates to Dasein itself and not the way Dasein relates to other 

Daseins and to entities that are ready-to-hand. Being-in-the-world relates to Dasein, wherefore 

concern is what relates to Dasein's relation towards the entities that are ready-to-hand.18 

Dasein can also relate to other Daseins, as this Being-with of Dasein comports itself to these 

entities, yet they are not entities as ready-to-hand, they are themselves Daseins. Therefore they are 

not objects of concern as those entities that are ready-to-hand, rather they are objects of solicitude 

which refers to a care which entail a kind of Being that relates to Dasein.19 In this sense, Dasein 

relates to other Daseins through their Being-in-the-world, as the Being-with and the care that this 

entails, is what makes this encountering possible. 

The leader also has three kinds of care as she has a care for herself, a solicitude for her employees 

and a concern for the organisation. In this sense the care that she has for herself can be related to the 

care that is significant for Dasein itself as the leader, when understood ontologically, essentially is 

care. As we understand the leader ontologically as somebody who has a deeper understanding of 

reality and the aspects of being, it is clear that the leader essentially is care, as she must base herself 

and her practices on the care of herself. 

This care the leader has for herself can be related normatively to the care she inevitably must have 

for her employees if she acknowledges them as Beings in the same sense that she experiences her 

own Being in so far as she incorporates the ideal of the good leader. The care for the employees can 

																																																								
18 Ibid., p. 84 
19 Heidegger uses the term “Fürsorge” which is translated to solicitude, he distinguishes between “Sorge” 
(care), “Fürsorge” (solicitude) and Besorgen (concern) Fürsorge relates to a factical social arrangement such 
as in prenatal care or taking care of children, the verb relates to the Greek epimeleia, Latin cura. Ibid., p. 157 
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thus virtually be related to the solicitude that Dasein has towards other Daseins. This entails that 

they have the same Being-with since this is what makes their encountering possible. In this sense 

she must be aware that this Being can never be a means to an end, as this would reduce it to 

something ready-to-hand with which she would only be able to have concern for. In other words, if 

the leader were to consider her employees as merely tools in the organisation’s daily operations, 

then she would not be encountering them through their being-in-the-world which would prevent her 

from understanding or concerning for them. On the other hand, if the leader concerns herself with 

her employees in the means of tools, then this would be a scenario where the leader is engaging 

with them in a more or less coercive way with a specific purpose or objective.  

In this sense the leader who acknowledges her employees as Beings of the same character as herself 

will be more likely to act within the aspects of leadership as she will be able to understand both 

herself and her employees. This understanding permits her to have the same type of care towards 

her employees as the care she has for herself. On the other hand, the leader who always and without 

exception reduces her employees to something ready-to-hand will be a leader who primarily treats 

her employees as a means to an end. Accordingly it can be argued that leadership requires an 

understanding and acknowledgement of other beings in order to care for them and lead them. Thus, 

it is not argued that the mere managerial aspects must be removed, as employees sometimes, 

necessarily must be equipment to the leader and in this sense ready-to-hand. Rather, it is argued that 

there must be a correlation between the leader’s care for herself, her solicitude for her employees 

and her concern for the organisation. The leader must therefore find and choose herself within the 

three, as this is where leadership will occur.  

In order to understand how leadership occurs within the three we must go deeper into an 

understanding of how entities can occur as something ready-to-hand or present-at-hand. Heidegger 

exemplifies this with the terms building and dwelling. 
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The Worldhood of Leadership 

World and worldhood 
The concept of world can be understood in different ways, it is essential to understand what the 

world is in order to understand how entities interconnect and how Dasein relates to its own 

significance and that of other entities. 

Heidegger commonly defines world in an ontical sense as the place where a factual Dasein can be 

said to “live”. In this sense, world is what we understand as immediate and what is closest to us. We 

understand the world in an ontical sense, yet is has a pre-ontological existential signification. 

This pre-ontological existential signification is our ontological understanding of what is determined 

as worldhood.  

Worldhood embraces the a priori character as it contains the special worlds, which are present at the 

time. Thus we understand the world at first, but it presupposes that we have an ontological 

understanding of worldhood, as this is a part of Dasein’s Being-in-the-world.     

In order to understand the worldhood we must start the investigation in Dasein’s everyday practices 

within its environment. These practices are Dasein’s Being-in-the-world wherefore Dasein’s 

worldhood is based on its relation and concern towards other entities.20 

As the Being of the leader can be related to the kind of Being which relates to Dasein, the leader 

will also have her world where she “lives” and a worldhood where she interprets her world 

ontologically. In this sense her world is her workplace, her colleagues and the immediate relations 

that she has. Her worldhood is the concern she has for these entities within her worlds and the 

practices that are in her environment.  

Accordingly, leadership is what is closest to the leader, as it entails a set of practices that the leader 

engages in on a daily basis. The leader’s worldhood thus consists of leadership and is a part of what 

constitutes her Being-in-the-world. In this sense, leadership is something that has to be interpreted 

ontologically, as it is a part of Dasein’s Being-in-the-world and for this reason never can be reduced 

to an ontical question of inquiry. This underlines the fact that leadership is something that must be 

accessed through its being-in-the-world in the form of everyday practices affiliated with the leader 

and not merely through theoretical constellations produced externally to its natural environment.  

 

 

																																																								
20 Ibid., p. 93 
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Building and dwelling     
In relation to the example with the hammer, building and dwelling can thus be understood as the 

process where the hammer comes into being as what it really is. 

The building mode occurs when the object, in this case the hammer, breaks or is not understood as 

equipment, then it is only present-at-hand. On the other hand, when the hammer is ready-to-hand 

and can be used as equipment, Dasein is in the dwelling mode as it uses the hammer as what it 

really is. Hence, when the hammer has become something present-at-hand, Dasein is incapable of 

engaging with the hammer and dwelling in the act of hammering. Whereas when the hammer 

appears as something ready-to-hand, Dasein will naturally dwell in the act of hammering. In this 

sense, Dasein is only forced into the building mode if it encounters something that it cannot make 

sense of or a problem or dysfunction occurs.    

Thus the dwelling mode precedes the building mode as Dasein always dwells since dwelling is a 

basic state of Being. Dwelling relates to the “ich bin” since it belongs to the old word bauen, which 

means to dwell, therefore, to be, is to dwell. Dwelling is thus the basic state of Being, as Daseins 

always dwell in their Being.21  

Dwelling is the end that presides over building wherefore we must perceive them in a relation to 

means and end. Thus this distinction between the two is not all that there is, as building is already to 

dwell, and in this sense, all building is essentially dwelling. It can therefore be argued that dwelling 

is the manner in which mortals are on the earth; they are essentially dwellers. We build and have 

built because we dwell and therefore building becomes a means to an end, which is dwelling.  

Consequently this means that, as dwelling is a natural state of Being for Dasein it will always strive 

to stay in that mode. Therefore when it is challenged by entities in its world which it cannot make 

sense of, it will enter the building mode in order to reach a confidentiality which reveals the being 

of the entities and thereby transform them into something ready-to-hand. When this transformation 

has occurred, it becomes possible for Dasein to return to the dwelling mode. 

In relation to leadership, the leader must be in a dwelling mode in order to lead, as the dwelling 

mode is Dasein’s fundamental form of Being, in the sense that it constantly relates itself to its own 

Being and the beings-in-the-world. As argued, the same applies for the leader wherefore this is the 

state of Being where the leader thrives the best.  However, as she encounters obstacles such as 

conflicts, organisational change etc. she will be forced to enter the building mode in order to find 

herself, make sense of the situation and to return to the dwelling mode. In this sense she must, when 
																																																								
21 Heidegger, M. (1971). Poetry, Language and Thought. New York: HarperCollins Publishers Inc., p. 145 
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in building mode, reach the deepest levels of herself and build in order to find a balance between 

who she is, her values and the care that she has for herself. If she is capable of returning to the 

dwelling mode with this new acknowledgement of who she really is and how she bases herself on 

her values, she will be able to choose herself on the basis of this every time she finds herself in a 

similar situation. This also entails that she will be able to navigate between management and 

leadership, as she will be able to have an awareness of what the right thing to do in a given situation 

is, whether it belongs to management or to leadership. Thus, the essential mode of dwelling is the 

etho-poietic process, which is based on values that have been passed on to the individual. It is these 

values, which allows the process to occur, as this is the creation of the self. Therefore, the ethos is 

essential as this contains the values that have been passed on and the personal characteristics. 

If the leader is not capable of this, she must again enter the building mode in order to continue and 

return to dwelling. Thus it is not negative to build, rather, as building essentially is dwelling, it is a 

mode where the leader must re-evaluate herself and her perception of the world and, or the entity 

she faces. Though, if the leader essentially is at peace and has found balance in who she is and how 

she cares for herself, she will be able to do this without entering the building mode, as it will be a 

part of her Being. In this sense, she will always dwell when she practices leadership. The building 

mode is thus necessary for the leader to learn how to handle uncertain situations and feel confident 

in her role as a leader and thus in her decisions.  

In this sense, it can be argued that if the leader is capable of fully dwelling in her role as a leader 

and in leadership then she will be able to care for herself and acquire a self-awareness that leaves 

her at peace. This allows her to have solicitude for her employees and furthermore have concern for 

the organisation’s well-being, as she will be fit to make decisions quickly and without hesitation. 

She can do this, on the basis of her etho-poietic process, if she is constantly in touch with her values 

and herself. If she is not, then she will need to build every time she is faced with an issue which 

requires her to make a decision based on her own values and self. This kind of contemplation in 

relation to the leader’s decisions is associated with the practices of leadership as opposed to 

management, since managerial decisions mostly are based on facts and procedures. In this sense it 

can be argued that, the building mode relates to the elements that belong to management whereas 

the dwelling mode relates to the elements of leadership. For this reason it is important to emphasise 

that just as well as management and leadership are co-dependant, so can it be argued with building 

and dwelling. The leader has to be capable of dwelling in order to build, as well as she must build to 

dwell. Though the leader truly thrives when she is fully dwelling in her role as a leader, this 
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substantiates the notion that the leader is able to manage though the manager may not be able to 

lead. It is therefore important for the leader to be aware and present in her leadership as she must be 

able to distinguish between a building mode that is present-at-hand and a building mode that is 

ready-to-hand. In this sense the latter relates to a mode of building where the leader is able to use 

the building mode as ready-to-hand because she knows it is necessary to use the building mode in 

order to fully realise her leadership. Hence, it is a conscious act to enter the building mode, as she is 

aware that sometimes it is necessary to utilise the practices of management. In this sense, 

management does not become something present-at-hand but stays ready-to-hand, as it is the mode 

of building itself that becomes ready-to-hand.    

As we have now reached an understanding of how the leader creates herself and perceives herself 

and her own Being, we must investigate the relationship the leader has to her own self and the care 

she has for herself in order to investigate the relationship she has to the other. In other words it 

seems evident to investigate the concept of “care” in relation to the self and in relation to the other.  
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Epimeleia Heautou 

Taking care of the self 
In the third volume of the history of sexuality, Foucault investigates the cultivation or care of the 

self. Here, he argues that an intensification of the relation one has to oneself is necessary, as the 

subject is constituted on the basis of its actions and itself. Therefore the care of the self becomes 

essential, as this is what designates how the subject will create itself on the basis of the relation it 

has to itself. Thus it is not a strengthening of authority that is needed but rather an individualism 

where the private sphere, personal values and conduct are accorded more importance, as the private 

aspects of existence are valued.22 The cultivation of the self indicates the principle that one must 

take care of oneself and that this care of the self must preside over anything else. 

Foucault denotes this care of the self as “epimeleia heautou” (cura sui, care of the self), which was 

an important part of how the ancient Greeks portrayed themselves, as they believed this was 

essential for finding happiness and for living a content life. It is a way in which the subject turns to 

himself in order to learn what should be made the object of his care. In other words, it is a recurring 

cultivation of one’s body and soul.     

This concept of the care of the self is thus an object of investigation when working with a concept 

such as leadership because of the relation it has to the self. In Foucault’s concept of the care of the 

self, we find a distinction between the being of man and the being of other entities such as 

animals.23 The being which belongs to man, is capable of caring for itself, thus it can be related to 

the Being that belongs to Dasein as both Beings are characterised by the discourses, which defines 

them. Both are thus destined to have a relationship to themselves and consequently a care for 

themselves. 

In this sense, it can be argued that there is a correlation between the Being of Dasein and the being 

that is essential for the care of the self.  

The relationship which Dasein has to itself is not elaborated further, rather it is described how 

Dasein essentially is care, wherefore it does not contain an understanding of how Dasein interprets 

itself and its own Being. Here the being, which Foucault denotes in regard to the care of the self, 

differs from Dasein as this being is committed to the care of the self insofar as it is a free and 

reasonable man. This reason, which man is endowed with, is what allows him to contemplate 

himself and everything else and by that choose to make use of himself in an appropriate way.24  

																																																								
22 Foucault, M. (1986). History of Sexuality, vol. 3: The Care of the Self. London: Penguin Books, p. 41 
23 Ibid., p. 47 
24 Ibid., p. 47 
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To understand the relationship that a Being similar to Dasein has to itself, we must understand the 

care, which it ontologically consists of. According to Foucault this care is not only related to the 

physical aspects of man such as, the care of the body, it also contains the care of the soul, thus the 

care of the self is an expression of a care for the whole person in every aspect of human life. 

Essentially it is this relationship to oneself, which works on moderating one’s life through careful 

contemplation of oneself and everything else. This cultivation of the self is also addressed through 

correspondence with others who give or receive advice on this matter. In this sense, Foucault argues 

that cultivating oneself is not only done in solitude but is also, to a great extend, an activity done in 

relation to others. In fact, one is obliged to help one another with the cultivation of the self, hence 

there is a right just as much as there is an obligation to the cultivation of the self, as a social process. 

As Foucault does not distinguish between the care that one has for oneself and the care that one 

inevitably must have for the other, there is a correlation between these kinds of care. In this sense, it 

can be argued that the care of the self and the care of the other must be related to a certain extend, 

as both are directed towards the same kind of being. Therefore we must turn to the solicitude which 

Heidegger argues Dasein has for other Daseins, as this solicitude has the same characteristics as the 

care that Dasein has for itself, though the care and solicitude are not identical, they are closely 

related. As it is argued that the care that one has for the other can be related to the solicitude Dasein 

has for other Daseins, it is necessary to investigate the relationship to the other in the aspect of 

solicitude or, the care for the other.    

Taking care of oneself is therefore a natural part of a human life and it is a prerequisite for being 

able to take care of others, or in other words, to lead others, to taking care of themselves. In this 

context Foucault argues “It is in knowing how properly to conduct himself that he (the ruler) will be 

able to lead others properly”.25 Thus meaning that one must be able to care for oneself in order to 

pertain the role as a leader. In this sense there is a correlation between the leader’s care for herself 

and the solicitude she must have for her employees. Therefore it can be argued that the leader must 

be able to lead herself and care for herself in order to lead and have solicitude for her employees.  

Thus we must add the relation between the leader and the care to our investigation in order to 

uncover the true virtue of leadership, as it must be in this relation that leadership unfolds its 

practices. 

																																																								
25 Ibid., p. 89 
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The leader and the care 
As it has been argued that the leader’s perception of herself and her employees is essential in 

relation to how she interprets them as Beings alongside her own Being. It follows that the type of 

care she has for her employees and herself must also be understood in relation to leadership itself. 

Thus leadership must be perceived in relation to the leader’s own self, her employees and the 

organisation as there inevitably must be a relation between them which contains a type of care that 

signifies these relations. The way the leader seeks to cultivate herself can in this sense be related to 

the way in which she helps her employees cultivate themselves. It is therefore essential for the 

leader and the refinement of leadership that it happens in relation to the leader’s care for herself. 

This will also ensure that the leader will not let herself be driven by external pressures and 

preferences, as she is in a constant balance between her own ethos which she establishes through 

her care for herself and the solicitude she has for her employees.   

This cultivation and aid to cultivate can therefore be related to the solicitude that the leader has for 

her employees. Therefore, the leader inevitably will base herself as a leader on her own self, her 

values and the Being she has created on the basis of this. This ensures the authenticity of the leader, 

since she will be true to herself as the consequences of not being true to herself are unbearable. This 

is the case since the leader has to function as a whole person and not as a split personality who is 

only a leader when she chooses to pertain that role. Contrarily, the leader is Dasein and has the kind 

of Being related to Dasein, wherefore it must be an integral part of the individual, as the Being of 

the leader and the Being of the individual cannot be separated. For this reason the care or the 

relationship the leader has to her own self and her Being will always be a natural part of being a 

leader. As the main characteristic of Dasein is its constant relationship to its Being and Being-in-

the-world since its Being is a remaining issue for it, this will consequently also be the case for the 

leader and her relationship to her own self, her employees and the organisation.  

Thus, this care is essential for leadership, as it is through this care that the leader mediates her 

understanding of her role as a leader.  

The care the leader has for herself is constituted in the dwelling mode, as it must be a natural part of 

who she is and of her Being. Therefore, the care of the self is just as natural for the leader as it is for 

her to simply be. The solicitude she has for her employees is on the other hand not as natural at 

first, here it is necessary for the leader to enter the building mode in order to establish a relationship 

to her employees in which she can dwell. Finally, the concern the leader has for the organisation is 

constituted in a dwelling mode, as the organisation will appear as equipment that is ready-to-hand. 

Though this concern will never be as natural as the former, due to the kind of being which relates to 
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it. As the leader relates to her own self and to her employees by means of the same kind of Being 

which relates to Dasein, these relations are characterised by a care of the self and solicitude for the 

other. However, due to the fact that the organisation does not have the kind of Being which relates 

to Dasein but pertains the being which belongs to an entity, the leader cannot have care or solicitude 

for it. Rather, she will have a concern for the organisation, as it is accessed as something ready-to-

hand.  

Due to the fact that the leader’s position is characterised by a degree of authority, the leader will 

consequently possess a certain amount of power, which is entrenched and facilitated in the relations 

between the employees and the leader. Therefore the investigation of leadership must go beyond the 

leader and her relationship to her own self and entail an investigation of the relation to the other and 

the organisation and the power relations and practices that are constituted in the organisation. 
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The Practices of Leadership 

Power-knowledge 
The concept of power is inevitable to encounter when investigating a concept such as leadership, as 

this requires some type of power relation between two individuals. Thus, Foucault argues that 

power and knowledge are correlated, as there cannot be power without knowledge. In this sense, 

knowledge is embedded in, and inseparable from power relations but still it is a form of knowledge. 

Therefore, power must be perceived, not as a negative thing that stop things from happening, rather 

power can create things, it is productive.26 At the same time power relations are sustained and 

constituted by knowledge, wherefore power relations are interrelated dynamics between those who 

know, what is to be known and the knowledge directing the power. This sort of knowledge entails 

dominating preferences, situational knowledge, political knowledge and so forth. Power relations 

are therefore not only produced by knowledge but also reproduce knowledge, which means that it is 

a circular process existing in all aspects of society.27  

Foucault identifies three central aspects of disciplinary training; hierarchical observation, 

normalising judgement and examination. Hierarchical observation consists of two subjects, the 

observer and the observed. The observer monitors the observed from a distance, which establishes a 

hierarchy between the two. Hence, power is not something which is possessed by a person but a 

subtle form of disciplinary process in which power relations are sustained by generating the notion 

of constantly being observed.28 

The normalising judgement contains both conformity and individualisation, conformity in the sense 

that it must conform to the norm and the standards it strives to meet and individualisation, as the 

intervention to achieve the norm must be individualised to fit the one who it is used on. These 

interventions regard every part of the human behaviour as it is broken down into pieces where the 

individual must learn every part to perfection. It moves away from the hierarchical observation, as it 

brings the binary opposition between the permitted and the forbidden into play.29 Hence, it comes 

down to the established norm or normal in society, wherefore one must seek to conform to the norm 

and to be normalised in order to avoid condemnation. In this sense the disciplinary drivers are 

constituted by the degree of normalisation that determines how one can partake in a certain 

organisation or institution and which social rank one is attributed. This kind of normalising process 

																																																								
26 Foucault, M. (1977). Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison. London: Penguin Books, pp. 27-28 
27 Ibid., p. 28 
28 Ibid., p. 177 
29 Ibid., p. 183 
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thereby homogenises but also individualises by determining to which extent the individual is 

capable of achieving the norm.30  

The third aspect of disciplinary training is examination, which draws on hierarchical observation 

and normalising judgment. It forms a feedback loop where it is marked out where each of us stands 

in regard to the norm. Thus, the examination provides the feedback that is necessary to see to which 

degree the norm has been internalised or, the degree to which it has become a part of who we are.  

The most well known example in regard to this disciplinary cycle of the three disciplinary aspects is 

the Panopticon, though it was never built. The Panopticon is a prison where the cells are placed in a 

circle with glass towards the middle, in the middle there is a tower with windows that are darkened, 

thus the person in the tower can see into every cell, but the ones in the cells cannot see into the 

tower. Therefore the prisoners are possibly under constant supervision, although they do not know 

if someone is watching, there is always the possibility that there is. In this sense, the observed can 

never let their guard down and must always be on point and as efficient as possible. It can thus be 

related to factories during the industrial revolution where factory owners monitored the assembly 

line in order to make sure, that efficiency was always maxed. 

Thus, Foucault argues that we are all under the condition he calls “Panopticism” which entails that 

even if there is no one watching us, we will still act as if there were. Consequently, the desire to be 

normal and to meet the norms and standards that are established in our society will make us our 

own prison guards. The penalty therefore becomes the one we induce on ourselves for not being 

normal. In this sense, power does not necessarily come from above rather it comes from below. The 

mere effective power creates rather than repress wherefore the subtle power we induce on ourselves 

is more effective than the one the state can subject us to. Accordingly, power requires freedom, as 

there is no exertion of power without freedom. :”These power relations are thus mobile, reversible, 

and unstable. It should also be noted that power relations are possible only insofar as the subjects 

are free”.31 Thus, the subject which power is induced on must always have some degree of freedom 

and the possibility to resist the power, otherwise there would be no power relation, there would 

simply be control. The freedom to resist can, ultimately mean that the subject only have the 

freedom to resist by killing itself or killing the one who exercises power. Therefore power is an 

integrated part of who we are and how we act, as it is created by normalisation that is based on 

																																																								
30 Ibid., pp. 183-184 
31 Foucault, M (1997). The ethics of the concern of the self as a practice of freedom, in Rabinow. P. (ed.) 
Michel Foucault essential works of Foucault 1954-1984 ethics volume 1. London: Penguin Books, p. 292 
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norms and practices established in our society or the institutions we are part of. In other words we 

are characterised by, and perceived in relation to our ability to meet the norms and engage in the 

practices that are prevalent in the institutions and organisations we are involved in.  

Practices and norms 
Power comes from below and can only be exercised over free subjects and only insofar as they are 

free. Thus, power lies in the dispersion of our everyday practices which is central to the way we live 

our lives and how we conduct ourselves. It is not a power that one has over another, rather it is a 

power that lays in the practices itself and who we are is created through our participation in 

them.  As we participate in these practices they are legitimised by our conformant to them and in 

this sense they are enforced. Therefore we are controlled by our practices and our own desire to 

achieve the norm rather than some external power that regulates our behaviour. The external power 

in a sense becomes redundant, as the subjects will control themselves on the basis of the practices 

they engage in and the norms they wish to meet.  

In this sense the society we have today entails a kind of panopticism as we all monitor each other 

and ourselves and assess whether or not we meet the norm. The difference is though that there is no 

direct penalty for deviation from the norm, rather the penalty is a social condemnation which affects 

one’s social status and others perception of one’s character. Very few people like to be marked as 

being a bad person or not normal and for that matter have a lesser status than others. For this reason 

there is a constant drive to conform and fit into the social settings of the institutions we engage in. 

Hence there is an ever-existing surge of power that is sustained through the norms and practices 

determining the prerequisites for normal and accepted behaviour. It is therefore not an ever-present 

authority that ensures that we behave as expected but ourselves who keeps us locked in the present 

power relations. This means that every time we go to work, go to the hospital or sports or other 

institutional arrangements, we automatically seek to conform to the appropriate norms and 

practices. By those means we are constantly engaging in new and evolving power relations which to 

a high extent affect the way we behave and perceive ourselves and others. It is therefore very 

relevant to investigate which practices and norms are the most prevalent in an institution or 

organisation in order to understand what drives people and what implications they may have. In the 

case of an organisation where there is a clear hierarchical structure and therefore a prominent 

authority, the power relations become dominated by a form of control that is based on the concept 

of management. Power relations in this sense become very complex, as there is a constant push and 

pull between the explicit practices of management and the more implicit norms and practices 
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embedded in the internal relations among the employees. These internal relations and how they 

affect the conduct of the employees can be denoted as self-management in the sense that employees 

now are their own managers. Hence the employees do not require the same amount of external 

control in the means of managerial practices, as they will automatically seek to normalise. 

Leadership - modern discipline? 
The power relations in which we engage are controlled by the societal institutions we are part of. 

Thus, the panopticism is essential in the way we engage with each other and how we perceive the 

relation we have to the other and to ourselves.  

In this sense, the way we are in the world, our Being, is a prerequisite for the relation we have to 

other beings. As Dasein is characterised by always relating to its Being and by always making sense 

of its Being and its Being-in-the-world, Dasein has an ongoing relationship to itself which can be 

compared to the care that Foucault argues individuals have for themselves. This constant 

assessment of oneself in this relationship to oneself is mediated through Dasein’s surrounding 

environment and thus the institutional norms and practices. In this sense Dasein’s Being and the 

care of the self is enthralled in an ongoing disciplinary process, which reflects the societal structures 

of new environments and institutions. This encourages the individual to assess itself according to 

current norms and practices, which elicits a form of panoptic dynamic. As Dasein has an implicit 

need to relate to its Being according to its environment, it will naturally seek to ascertain the norms 

and practices which is prevalent. The individual is in this sense incited by its natural inclination to 

relate to its environment and assess its Being accordingly. Hence the individual is always engaged 

in some sort of power relations, as its Being will be assessed in relation to other beings-in-the-world 

and their ability to meet the current norms. The possibility of being condemned for its failure to 

meet the norms and thus to fully understand its own Being is therefore an ever present incentive for 

the individual to constantly be conscious of how it relates to itself and to the norm. It can therefore 

be argued that the individual upholds panopticism and that it is a form of power that always exists 

in its relation to itself and to others. Consequently, power is a dynamic that exists and is sustained 

through the individual’s relationship to itself, through its care for itself and is mediated by the 

norms and practices of society. As we all constantly assess ourselves based on our ability to meet 

the norms and seek to understand others and ourselves in this manner, it becomes a power that 

determines our Being in relation to other beings. Hence, if we fail to meet the norm we will be 

reduced in terms of the existing hierarchy in regard to others wherefore this produces power 

relations between individuals in social settings.  
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Thus, the panopticism can be argued to be placed in a state of dwelling as it unfolds when the 

Beings are naturally engaged in the world and engaged with other Beings. This state is often named 

“culture” and shall be investigated in the next chapter. However, norms and practices are not 

completely correlated with values since values constitutes a sphere of individuality in which privacy 

is defined in relation to a level of generality in which Being can relate to itself on behalf on a 

commonwealth. Through this process we are able to liberate ourselves from norms and practices 

forced upon us by the alliance between power and knowledge. It is evident that the genuine leader 

must be a protagonist of values since values are the stuff conscience is made of and enables the 

leader to act at a true level of authenticity. Hence, we are able to distinguish between a true and a 

false mode of dwelling.  

As a Being enters a new social environment, it will be forced to relate its Being, to the norms and 

practices that are present in this environment. Until they become ready-to-hand, the Being will be in 

a state of building, as it does not know how to practice according to the norms and practices. As 

they become ready-to-hand, the Being enters the dwelling mode wherefore the norms and practices 

become incorporated in its Being-in-the-world. 

In this sense it can be argued that a Being which enters a new environment will initially be in 

building mode wherefore the power that can be exercised over it, must be purely based on control 

which can be related to the elements that belong to management. Eventually, as the Being 

incorporates the norms and practices and enters the dwelling mode, it will be subjected to the power 

relations and panopticism. In other words, it will no longer be subjected to merely control, rather it 

can be subjected to the elements which belong to leadership. In this sense, management primarily 

belongs to the building mode, whereas leadership primarily belongs to the dwelling mode. 

Therefore it can be argued that the leader, in order to lead according to the practices of leadership, 

must be familiar with and have the norms and practices of the organisation incorporated in who she 

is. It is therefore a prerequisite for leadership, that the leader is capable of obtaining and retaining a 

relationship to her own self that has the character of a care of the self in order to engage in the 

practices of leadership and thereby dwell in leadership. This dwelling mode is essential, as it is 

where the leader can access leadership in its authenticity and practice leadership. Consequently, she 

can only practice true leadership if she is in balance with the care she has for herself, the solicitude 

she has for her employees and the concern she has for the organisation, as this is conditioned by her 

capability to incorporate the norms and practices. If the leader is not fully able to incorporate the 

norms and practices of the organisation then her status as an authority will be challenged and her 
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authoritative reach will be diminished. On the other hand if the leader manages to care for herself in 

relation to the norms and practices in the organisation, then she will be able to have solicitude for 

her employees, as her relationship to her employees will be based on the same normative premises. 

In this sense it is imperative that the leader constantly relates to her environment and assesses her 

Being-in-the-world accordingly, as she will otherwise be leading her employees on premises that 

are not correlated. The implications of the leader not being in tune with her environment are that her 

employees will have trouble following her as a leader and agreeing with her decisions, as they will 

operate from different perceptions of the practices in the organisation. Additionally, the leader will 

eventually find herself in a situation where she will have to abandon her normative premises, as she 

will have to make decisions that are more aligned with the norms of the organisation. In this sense, 

she will lose her authenticity as a leader, which will put her at risk of becoming a split personality. 

Ultimately her strength and prominence as a leader will be weakened, as she will not have a stable 

ground to base her decisions upon. It is therefore important to investigate the underlying practices 

that are part of every organisation, as they are dictating how the culture evolves and sustains itself. 

It seems evident that the leader’s proficiency is dependant on her ability to emerge herself into the 

norms and practices and thus become a solid part of the current power relations, as it is here that she 

is able to lead her employees. However, it is pertinent that the leader might host other or at least 

differing values than the organisation. These could include deeper, more compromising or simply 

values directed towards goals which the organisation has not yet adopted e.g. sustainability, care for 

nature, care for weaker groups in society etc. The leader must be the messenger of future forms of 

implementing basic values in complex and yet unpredicted circumstances. These power relations 

are therefore fundamental in the practices of leadership, wherefore the depth of them must be 

further investigated.  
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Cultivating the Culture 

Cultural levels of the organisation 
The cultural levels that exist in an organisation must be elaborated, as they are where the power 

relations are constituted within the relations that exist in an organisation. Therefore, they are 

fundamental to the investigation of the practices of leadership as these practices are created within 

the culture. When denoting the culture within an organisation we must define what we mean by 

“culture”, as this is a concept that can be grasped and understood in different aspects regarding the 

context. From this perspective culture will be perceived on the basis of the formal definition that 

Schein presents. :“(Culture can be defined) As a pattern of shared basic assumptions that was 

learned by a group as it solved its problems of external adaption and internal integration, that has 

worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the 

correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems”. 32  

In this sense culture is created within the relations of a certain group that have determined specific 

practices to be preferable in a given situation. The exertion of the practices legitimises and enforces 

the use of them to a degree where they become incorporated in the everyday practices. Thus culture 

is constituted and sustained as the group overcomes challenges and manages to adapt to the changes 

in its environment. The means by which it makes sense of a situation and chooses to handle it 

becomes the cultural foundation if they prove to be helpful for the group’s stamina and survival. As 

these means to the group’s survival become an integrated part of the group’s practices they become 

indisputable and an implicit part of the group’s own being-in-the-world. Hence, the group is unable 

to recognise any other right way of interpreting its being, as it will cling to the practices that have 

proven to ensure the group’s survival.  

Schein defines three levels of culture; artefacts, espoused beliefs and values and the basic 

underlying assumptions. The artefacts can be defined as the visible organisational structures and 

processes, they are hard to decipher, yet they are the level that is the easiest to encounter when 

analysing organisational culture. The espoused beliefs and values is a level of organisational culture 

that is compounded by the leader’s or founder’s values and beliefs about the appropriate course of 

action which has not yet been incorporated into the group’s practices. In this case these values and 

beliefs have not yet been legitimised and proven valid wherefore they will occur as explicit plans of 

action such as strategies.  
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Thus, they are based on the leader’s own assumptions and perception of the world, as long as these 

are unquestioned and successful, the followers will not hesitate to follow her. If the assumption 

works, the group will have a shared conception of success wherefore they have a shared assumption 

which can, over time, turn into basic underlying assumptions as long as they are successful. In this 

sense, the leader participates in the creation of basic underlying assumptions, as they initially are 

the leader’s own values and beliefs that are socially validated. The basic underlying assumptions 

thus consist of something that has become so taken for granted that they are a basic part of our 

everyday practices and the way we relate to others in a given social setting. They tend to be non-

confrontational and non-debatable which make them extremely hard to uncover and change. 

Accordingly, these basic assumptions are implicit assumptions that guide how the group members 

behave, react, think and feel about things. Once a group has a shared set of basic assumptions the 

group members will feel safe and comfortable within the group. Though as the group members are 

confronted with different assumptions and different perceptions of what is the right way to do 

things, they will feel vulnerable and will not understand and could misunderstand such actions. 

Thus, these basic underlying assumptions are determinate for how we perceive the world, in the 

sense that we perceive everything we see on the basis of our assumptions of how things are. 

Therefore, we influence our world through our perception of it, as we will seek to legitimise this 

perception in our experiences of the world. Consequently, if we are operating from the cynical 

assumption that everyone is lazy then we will focus on the actions that could legitimise this 

assumption. Thus people may not necessarily be lazy but do to our cynical assumption we will 

perceive their actions as such. In this sense, we will always look for actions in our relations that will 

legitimise and enforce our basic underlying assumptions.   

It is therefore very difficult to enforce cultural change, as the group members will be reluctant to 

accept any other perception of the world, as this will deprive them of their safety and stability. The 

leader therefore has to be able to manage the reluctance and anxiety of the group members when 

she is attempting to incorporate new values and beliefs. Furthermore she will have to be fully 

acquainted with the basic underlying assumptions of the group in order to assess to which degree 

the group will be susceptible to cultural change.33 

In regard to leadership, culture can be perceived as another side of the coin in the sense that neither 

can be fully understood in itself. On one hand, culture defines how an organisation will define 

leadership and who will be legitimised to lead. On the other hand, it can be argued that the most 
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important and virtuous task of leadership is to create and manage culture in the organisation. In this 

sense the task of destroying a dysfunctional culture is the ultimate task of the leader, as it is the 

unique competencies of leadership that makes her capable of understanding and working with 

culture. However, in regard to distinguishing between management and leadership, it can be argued 

that leadership creates and changes culture while management operates within a given culture. 

Thus, this complex relation between leadership and culture will be further elaborated in the 

following chapter in regard to the leader herself, the other and the organisation.34 

Concern for the organisation 
It has been argued that leadership and culture are co-dependant in the sense that leadership is 

defined by culture, yet it is also what manages culture and the leader is the one who has the power 

to work with cultural changes. Therefore, the question thus becomes how the leader herself relates 

to the organisation that she is a part of, as this is what constitutes her as a leader, yet she also has an 

effect on how the culture evolves. In this sense the relationship between the leader and her Being 

towards leadership and the organisation is what affects the culture and vice versa. 

As the leader has a concern towards the organisation she must perceive the organisation as a 

substance that she can interact with and relate to as a being-in-the-world. However, this being does 

not coincide with her own Being i.e. the Being that belongs to Dasein, as the organisation does not 

in itself relate to its own being, rather it is Daseins which relate to the being of the organisation. It is 

therefore the relations between the Daseins and their relations to the organisation that provides the 

sphere where the leader can exercise her power. These relations are characterised by a culture 

which modifies and guides the way in which the employees of the organisation relate to each other, 

the organisation and the leader wherefore it is an essential driver for the organisation’s well-being. 

For this reason the leader must concern herself with the organisation in the means of attending to 

the cultural foundation directing the practices of the organisation. As culture is expressed through 

relations, she must engage in these relations in order to become aware of the limits and possibilities 

of her leadership. Consequently, the leader must see the organisation as something that is ready-to-

hand, since she will interact with it as equipment that is dependant on her relation to it. 

In this sense, the culture will also be ready-to-hand for the leader if she is able to dwell in her 

relation to it.  She can do this if she fully understands the basic underlying assumptions and has 

incorporated the practices that are established in the organisation. As she does this she will be 
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present in her own leadership because the culture will enforce her leadership and she will enforce 

the practices, norms and basic underlying assumptions, in other words the culture. 

If the leader is capable of dwelling in her role as a leader and her concern towards the organisation, 

she will have the ability to challenge the existing culture and in this sense perhaps modify the 

existing practices. Although it is the leader who seems to hold the power due to her authoritative 

status, power does not come from above since her power is dependant on her ability to challenge 

the culture wherefore power is more accurately generated from below. The leader can therefore lead 

through the culture as long as the culture legitimises her power. It can thus be argued that the 

culture has more power than the leader herself, as the culture is what maintains the leader’s power 

insofar as it coincides with the culture. If it does not coincide with the existing culture, the leader 

must challenge the culture on the basis of her own self and the values she brings with her in her 

leadership. It is therefore an essential quality of the leader to be able to dwell in her own leadership, 

as this will enforce her role as a leader in the sense that she is able to navigate between dwelling as 

a basic state and building when the situation requires her to do so. The culture of the organisation 

therefore becomes an aspect that affects the leader alongside with the self and the other. 

The leader will consequently find herself in a constant tension created by the self, the other and the 

organisation and in the middle of this, she will find herself and her relation towards the three. It can 

therefore be argued that leadership occurs when the leader is able to relate her own Being to the 

being of the three and the relations she inevitably will be part of as she unfolds her role as a leader. 

Leadership is therefore dependant on the leader herself and her encounter with the other, as it is in 

the relation between two Daseins that leadership becomes possible, whereby the organisation is the 

scene where leadership unfolds.  

As it has been argued that the leader has an obligation to participate in the employees’ cultivation of 

the self, she is also obliged to ensure the cultivation of the organisation through the culture. This 

cultivation of the culture happens through, and at the same ensures the relations, which exist within 

the organisation between the leader and the employees. These relations also enable the leader’s and 

the employees’ cultivation, as the leader has care for herself and solicitude for her employees. 

Culture can therefore be perceived as the relation, which ensures the authenticity of the leader’s 

relationship to her employees and herself, as she inevitably, must ensure this in order to preserve 

herself. Cultivating her employees and the organisation thus becomes an essential part of the leaders 

care for herself, as she will be driven to ensure her own ethos and Being. 
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The Hexis of Leadership 

The leader’s relation to her own Being 
As it has been deduced in the previous chapters, leadership can be perceived as a concept that is 

highly dependant on how the leader understands herself in regard to being a leader. The leader’s 

relation to her own self is thus important to take into consideration when establishing a concept 

such as leadership since this is significant for both the leader and her practices as a leader. In this 

sense, it is important that the leader has a relationship to her own self and that she is aware of who 

she is in every situation where she inevitably must choose herself as a leader. She will do so on the 

basis of her own etho-poietic process, which she constantly recreates on the basis of her values and 

the situation she finds herself in. However, this process requires her to constantly relate to her own 

self and to her Being-in-the-world in the sense that she will relate to being herself and to being 

herself as a leader. The fact that she constantly has this relation towards her own Being, signifies 

the kind of Being that she has. She shares this Being with other Beings who, in a similar way relates 

to their own Being. As they share the same kind of being, two Beings will relate to each other in a 

way similar, but not quite the same as the way they relate to themselves. They will of course be able 

to relate to beings that do not share the same kind of being, but this relation will have another 

characteristic as it relates to something that does not have a relationship to itself. Thus the Being of 

the leader is always dependant on how she perceives herself in regard to her own self, her 

employees and the organisation that she is a part of.  

As it has been argued that certain concepts relate to the practices of management and some to the 

practices of leadership, the leader’s awareness of the tension between the two becomes crucial in 

understanding how leadership actually manifests itself. Thus, the leader must be aware of the two 

and in this sense be able to navigate freely within the two concepts. If she is capable of this then she 

can be perceived as being in balance with herself and her role as a leader. Consequently, she will 

have control over the two concepts and be able to navigate between the two and to choose herself 

on the basis of her own self every time. 

Hence, she will experience herself as her authentic self since she will be able to recognise her own 

ethos when she practices leadership. Authenticity therefore becomes essential for the leader to 

ensure the balance between how she perceives herself and how she conducts herself. If she is not 

able to sustain her authenticity she will eventually lose herself in the relations she is part of. This 

could be, if she is forced to make decisions which contradict her own basic values wherefore she 

will be unable to affiliate it with who she is, or in other words, to recognise herself in the mirror. As 
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the practices she engages in always affects her perception of herself, it is important for her to 

understand these practices fully, as it otherwise will lead her astray and towards an illegitimate 

understanding of the world. 

The world must therefore be understood in regard to her own Being-in-the-world, as this entails her 

interaction with the world and the beings within it. In this sense she can interact with the world 

through two different modes of being. There is an active mode that she can enter in order to 

understand an entity which she encounters and which she does not understand. Additionally, there 

is the mode which she is constantly in, this is the mode her very Being exists in, due to the fact that 

she is, constitutes her in it. In this mode she understands her world and is capable of interacting 

with it as it really is. Hence, the things she encounters will appear to her as equipment and as 

something ready-to-hand wherefore they will be familiar to her. In this mode, which is denoted as 

dwelling, she is able to acknowledge when it is necessary for her to enter the other mode, the mode 

of building where she is able to investigate and establish her understanding of a substance. 

Hence, it can be argued that the concept of management must be placed within the mode of 

building, as this entails a theoretic and practical approach towards the world. Thus, this mode is 

insufficient in the same sense that management itself has come to be insufficient wherefore the 

leader must be able to re-enter the dwelling mode in order to practice true leadership. If she is not 

able to re-enter the dwelling mode but only operates on the basis of building, she will not be able to 

have a relationship towards her own self, her employees and the organisation that is signified by a 

care. Rather, it will be based on mere rational and objective assumptions that do not account for the 

cultivating drivers of the employees and the leader. This can thus be perceived as a false mode of 

dwelling as it will seem to be a mode of building that has dwelling as its objective. Although, 

dwelling can be the goal of the mode of building, the mode of dwelling must be the goal in itself, 

otherwise it will lose its purpose since it will not be an authentic state of being. Dwelling therefore 

becomes a regulative idea, which she will constantly strive towards as she can never fully realise 

this idea, however her actions will be regulated on the basis of this. The reason for this is that the 

leader will strive to approach situations authentically by retaining a care for herself. Though, as she 

has a responsibility towards the organisation and has to make decisions out of her concern for the 

organisation, she sometimes has to enter the mode of building. Therefore it can be argued that 

leadership may be in need of management as a means of equipment, just as well as dwelling may 

require the mode of building in order to sustain the leader’s authenticity. If the leader has solicitude 

for her employees though with the objective to help them perform better and more efficiently solely 
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for the sake of the organisation, then this is a false mode of dwelling since it would not be based on 

genuine solicitude for the employees. Thus, this solicitude does not have the cultivation of the 

employees themselves or their well-being as its objective wherefore the employees become a means 

to an end. Though, the improvement of performance can be an expression of genuine solicitude if it 

is pursued for the employees’ sake alone and not on the basis of concern for the organisation. As a 

result the leader will not be able to dwell in her relation to her own self or her employees and will 

therefore be out of balance with herself and her role as leader. This makes her more prone to resort 

to the practices of management, which will keep her fixed in the mode of building.  

This entails that the leader must be able to care for herself before she can have solicitude for her 

employees, thus she must be able to govern herself before she can govern others. Additionally, the 

leader must be able to lead before she can manage, as leadership must precede management in an 

overall perspective since the specific situation can require elements of both.  

In this sense it can therefore be argued that leadership as a virtue can contain elements of 

management wherefore the true leader is capable of both and most importantly is capable of 

balancing between the two in every situation. Management must therefore never be reduced to 

something external to the leader, it must be perceived as equipment that the leader can use when she 

sees fit, since it must be ready-to-hand for her to put it to use.   

If management is reduced to something present-at-hand, then the leader will not be able to fully 

interact with it, in the sense that it will not be a part of her because she will not be able to relate to 

its being and therefore not be able to use it. Leadership must therefore precede management, as the 

leader will only be able to truly lead and manage if she dwells in her role as a leader. Otherwise it 

will be a false mode of dwelling even if she attempts to lead since this will not be based on true 

leadership. In the same sense management will not be based on practices of leadership rather it will 

be reduced to instrumental processes and the application of theoretical models. Thus, we must 

return to the aforementioned triangular relationship between the self, the other and the organisation.  

A triangular sphere of tension 
It has been argued that the leader will find herself in a tension between her own self, the other and 

the organisation wherefore leadership must occur when she is able to find a balance between the 

three where she is able to relate to them in the capacity of beings and in this sense have care for 

them. 

Until now the three elements have been defined on the basis of their being and the relations which 

connect them, yet the true practical significance of this trisection has not been fully uncovered. This 
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chapter will therefore focus on how the three elements are related and how this comes to show in 

the practices of leadership. 

The leader is signified by her Being as she always relates to her own Being and her Being-in-the-

world. This entails that she always relates to other beings whether they are Beings of the same 

significance as her own or they have another kind of being. The characteristic of how she relates to 

them is dependant on their being, as this establishes the care that she inevitably must have for them. 

The relationship that she has to her own self is characterised by a care for herself, which is based on 

a cultivation of the self. This cultivation of the self can be understood as a constant desire to evolve 

and improve oneself, whether it is in regard to personal, professional or physical qualities. This care 

is constituted and determined by the way the leader relates to her own Being and she can therefore 

only have this specific care for herself and not for anyone else. Yet, she has a care for her 

employees, as she also relates to their being and understands this being as a Being similar to her 

own. The relation to her employees will thus be characterised by solicitude since she has a deep 

care for her employees. In this sense she will always be able to have a relation to her employees that 

contains solicitude as long as she acknowledges their being and does not reduce them to a means. 

This relation also contains power relations due to the fact that leadership inevitably has elements of 

power and authority. These power relations are constituted by the practices that exist in the 

organisation, as they are created over time, partly on the basis of basic underlying assumptions. 

Hence, culture is a significant factor in regard to leadership because this is what constitutes and 

legitimises the leader’s authority. The leader’s authority through culture is therefore dependant on 

her ability to understand and engage in existing practices and being aware of the cultural 

receptiveness towards change. In this sense, she can challenge the two first layers of the culture, this 

being the artefacts and the espoused beliefs, by introducing new practices. This could be in terms of 

recreating the vision, mission and values of the organisation. However, she will most likely only be 

able to gain insight into the basic underlying assumptions though without being capable of 

challenging them. This insight is only obtainable if the leader is capable of dwelling in her relation 

to her own self and her employees, as it is in this mode that the basic underlying assumptions will 

be revealed to her. For this reason, management is only able to operate within a given culture in the 

sense that it is incapable of having concern for the organisation wherefore leadership is necessary in 

order to truly have concern for the organisation as this entails a desire to develop and thus ensure 

the endurance of the organisation. Management will, in this context be inadequate as it will most 

likely be based on a mere theoretical ground rather than on a genuine concern. It can therefore be 
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argued that the leader will have a concern for the organisation in the same sense that she has a care 

for herself and solicitude for her employees. Yet, the being of the organisation differs from the 

others since it does not in the same sense relate to its own being. Hence, the care that the leader has 

for the organisation will be characterised as concern rather than care or solicitude. In this sense she 

has an obligation to participate in and support the cultivation of the organisation and the culture, as 

it is her responsibility as a leader and as a Being to do so. Hence, the leader’s authority and her role 

as a leader is dependant on the cultivation of herself as well as the culture, since she would not be 

able to maintain her authority without this concern and at the same time the culture and the well-

being of the organisation could not be sustained. This is also the case, as some basic underlying 

assumptions can be damaging for the relations among the employees and the leader. It is therefore 

essential that the leader maintain not only a care for herself and solicitude for her employees but 

also a concern for the organisation, as they are all mutually dependant. These three forms of care 

thus reflect the fundamental types of relations that the leader must maintain and engage in, as they 

enable her to choose herself as a leader and thus ensure her authenticity. If the leader cannot retain 

her authenticity, then she will not be able to dwell in these relations whereby she will be confined to 

the practices of management. Consequently the leader’s authoritative reach will be reduced because 

she will not be able to engage in the kind of relations that entail a certain form of care. As a result 

she will treat her employees as mere means to an end, as tools whose being no longer resembles that 

of her own. Though this will be an unconscious act, as she is incapable of interacting with them in 

any other way. Due to the fact that the leader in this case is unable to enter the mode of dwelling, 

she will be in a constant mode of building which puts the beings in her environment out of reach, as 

she will only interpret them in an ontical way. For this reason the leader will not be able to relate to 

her Being and the beings-in-the-world which means that she will not fully understand her role as a 

leader nor her obligation to cultivate her employees and the organisation.   

However, it can of course be necessary for the leader to treat her employees as means to an end, yet 

it must be a conscious act as she chooses to enter a mode of building in order to achieve something. 

In this sense, she will still perceive her employees as the Beings they are even though they seem to 

be reduced to a means rather than an end. 

Her power and authority is also dependant on how she perceives her employees, as she can only 

have true power if she has solicitude for her employees. If she does not, the power that she has will 

be characterised by control rather than genuine power that works from below through the norms and 

practices that are part of the organisation. In this sense, the leader must work with the culture in 
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order to exercise her power rather than working within the culture as a manager would do. She must 

therefore be prepared to investigate and incorporate the practices within the organisation with the 

objective to absorb them into her own etho-poietic process and thereby be a part of her own 

cultivation. As she creates a relation to the culture in the organisation which consists of a co-

dependence in regard to cultivation, she will be in a symbiosis with the culture and it is in this state 

that she is fully capable of working with it. 

This is supported by the fact that leadership and culture are connected in the sense that culture 

legitimises and establishes leadership. As they are dependant it is also a relationship of power since 

the leader has the power to challenge the culture and the culture has the power to overthrow the 

leader. The leader must therefore, in order to ensure her own self-preservation, be careful when 

working with the culture and put great effort into fully understanding it before she attempts to 

challenge it. Otherwise the culture could rebel against the changes the leader tries to incorporate 

and initially strip her of her authority to lead, which is possible in the sense that culture actually has 

more power than the leader. 

The leader must be aware of this and have respect for the culture because she is in jeopardy of 

losing her foundation for being a leader if she does not work with cultivating the organisation. In 

this sense the culture of an organisation contains a great amount of power relations, which are 

established and sustained through the norms and practices within the organisation. In relation to the 

concept of panopticism, power is not held by an authority but is something that is produced by the 

norms and practices that people pertain to. Whether or not people meet the norms or engage 

properly in the prevalent practices is not controlled by an authority but by their own desire to fit 

into social settings and be accepted and respected by their peers. In this sense, power exists in and 

through the relations between people wherefore it is crucial for the leader to be present in such 

relations. Otherwise the leader would not be aware of what drives the power relations and would 

therefore not know how exactly to relate to her employees and how to induce her authority, as it 

would have to happen on the basis of the existing norms and practices. Due to the fact that people 

have some sort of intrinsic incentive to conform to the current norms and practices, the leader will 

have to influence her employees by appealing to the same kind of incentive. The leader can do this 

by being in tune with the culture and always being aware of what drives and sustains it.  

The following analysis will be conducted on the basis of these understandings of how the leader 

must perceive herself, her employees and her organisation. Thus, the analysis will take its point of 

departure in the following model that takes these three factors into consideration when investigating 
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where, when and how leadership occurs. In this sense the leader’s relationship to herself, to 

leadership and to her being as a leader will be analysed through five interviews with leaders from 

three different organisations and in different occupational positions. 
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Management and Leadership 
In the former, it has been argued that there is a distinction between the elements of management and 

leadership in the sense that management relates to practices within the organisational framework 

such as strategic plans, instrumental values, goals etc., whereas leadership goes beyond these 

practices. Leadership thus entails the leader’s own self, as it attempts to transform management into 

a mere self-reflective practice that legitimises itself on its own discourse on normativity. It can 

therefore be perceived as a practice that is based on an explicit understanding of itself and therefore 

more reflective than management, wherefore it in some sense is a softer practice since it involves 

more than procedures, manuals and so forth.  

Leaders who are situated within the elements of leadership can therefore experience themselves as 

being more value based and in a sense more focused on the relations that constitute leadership. This 

is exemplified in the interview with Daniel who describes himself as a soft leader. He contrasts 

himself and the softer practices of leadership to a close colleague in his group of leaders whom he 

believes practices a mere managerial approach in her authoritative role. Due to this contrast he 

considers the two of them as a strong team because they complement and strengthen each other. In 

this context he claims that he acts as the minister of foreign affairs and she acts as the minister of 

internal affairs. This is due to the fact that he engages in and maintains close relations to his 

employees and in a way leads in the field, while his colleague keeps track of the operational and 

administrative queries of the department. As the internal and external affairs are co-dependant, he 

clearly states that he believes both approaches are necessary in order to lead the department since 

they complement each other in the best way possible.35  

Later in the interview he elaborates on his claim of being a soft leader and explains that the way in 

which he asserts his authority is very different from that of his colleague. His authority is founded 

in his relations to his employees wherefore he does not spend much energy on enforcing certain 

protocols but trusts his employees to implicitly comply with them. However, if they do not comply, 

he will approach the issue by engaging the respective employee in a private dialogue where they 

will seek a solution together. Contrary to this approach, his colleague will openly proclaim her 

authority by pointing out the employee’s failure to comply with the protocol and will do so in a 

completely impersonal manner regardless of any relations. Hence, she bases her authority on her 

ability to enforce the codes of conduct, whereas Daniel bases his authority on his ability to establish 

close relations to his employees, which will induce them to implicitly comply. In this sense, the 
																																																								
35 Appendix 3: “Daniel”, Interview, March 2nd 2016, (3:35 min.) 
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relations he engage in allows him to use his authority as a leader in a mere bottom up perspective 

rather than as a controlling power.  

Management is thus experienced as a controlling practice where procedures and daily operations are 

ensured and enforced, whereas leadership practices the relations that it consists of. Normativity is 

therefore an important factor in the tension between management and leadership, as it requires that 

the leader is capable of navigating in this tension. This normativity prevails in the sense that Daniel 

faces conflicts and issues of compliance by engaging the respective employee in a dialogue in order 

to seek a solution together. In this sense, he does not let managerial practices direct how he should 

handle such situations, as he approaches them individually, which means that he will have to reflect 

normatively on how he should assert his authority and help his employees to comply. On the other 

hand, this would not be the case for the colleague he mentions, as she enforces the protocols every 

time there is an issue of compliance and uses them to assert her authority. She will therefore not be 

resorting to normative reflection, as she will handle each situation in the same manner, according to 

the prescriptions of the protocol. It can thus be argued that Daniel acts as a leader whereas his 

colleague acts as a manager, though as it is argued earlier, both elements are essential to the success 

and well-being of the department. The two forms of authority will ensure a sense of community and 

familiarity which generates an element of mutual trust, as well as they will ensure the safety and 

preservation of the department by incorporating an element of control. The difference between the 

elements of management and leadership is also significant in how Eric perceives his job as a leader. 

He relates to management in the sense that it signifies processes and manuals of how things should 

be done. In this context, he states that “I am probably not the type who sits down and makes a 

detailed plan for how to achieve things because this does not have much to do with leadership, it 

more has to do with management”.36 Contrarily, he argues that he is more prone to the practices of 

leadership, as he finds motivation by motivating his employees and ensuring their work satisfaction 

while at the same leading the way. Later in the interview, he elaborates on this notion and claims 

that although it may not be his strongest facet, he still recognises the importance of managerial 

practices. Without managerial elements such as protocols, procedures, time registration and so 

forth, the employees would have no indication of what is expected of them wherefore it is difficult 

to ensure that they will be working as a team towards the same goal.  

Without one or the other, the employees would not be incentivised to follow the leader and thus 

would not be susceptible towards change and new input. Hence without the element of control and 
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compliance, the employees would have to self-manage which would question whether or not the 

department would be working towards the same goals. If they were to self-manage, this would 

require them to relate to their own Being and the being of the organisation which they are part of. In 

this sense, self-management would be possible if the employees have a concern for the 

organisation, as it would be an incentive to work towards what is best for the organisation. Yet, this 

would still be from the perspective of the employee, which means there would be many individual 

perceptions of what is best for the organisation wherefore it would be difficult to ensure conformity. 

In this sense, an open dialogue about values and a strong leader can reduce the need for managerial 

practices and enhance the freedom and trust to self-manage within the given organisational settings. 

The more aligned the individual perceptions of central values are, the more it can be ensured that 

the employees work towards the same goal. The reason for this is that if the employees were 

encouraged to sit down and discuss central values in the organisation, then they would inevitably 

have to relate to their own values as well as those of the organisation. By those means this would 

help them relate to their own Being and the being of the organisation. Consequently, self-

management cannot completely replace managerial practices, but it could perhaps replace some of 

them. This also entails a great deal of trust from the leader in the employees, which would also 

require strong leadership practices to ensure conformity through self-management. Thus, there has 

to be both an element of control that relates to the practices of management and also a relational 

element substantiated in the practices of leadership. However, in the everyday practices of the 

leader there will never be a clear distinction between one or the other, as a true leader who dwells in 

the practices of leadership will have a natural inclination to establish and maintain close relations to 

her employees and will in these relations sense the necessity of enforcing managerial elements. 

Hence the distinction between the two is dynamic and situational, wherefore it is contingent on the 

leader’s assessment of the circumstances. If the leader primarily relies on managerial practices and 

her authority is premised on protocols and codes of conduct, then she would not be inclined to 

engage in relations with her employees and would therefore not be privy to the practices of 

leadership. This is because she would perceive her role as a leader in an ontical perspective by 

means of clearly stated prerequisites for her practices as a leader. In this sense she will be in a 

constant mode of building since she will not perceive her role as a leader and the associated 

practices as something which directly relates to her own Being but merely as a tool she can utilise 

whenever it is needed. Accordingly, her authority is something that is continuously asserted and 

proclaimed through managerial practices, since she has not established the kind of relations, which 
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in their own right substantiates her authority. This supports the notion that a leader has the capacity 

to pertain both to the practices of leadership and those of management, while a manager does not 

have the same capacity, as she is only privy to the practices of management.  
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Etho-poiesis 
Leaders must inevitably relate to themselves and who they are in the sense that their person cannot 

be distinguished into a professional self and a private self. There is no such thing as leaving the 

leader “cap” at work and becoming someone else at home because the leader must always be 

herself in every situation whether this is in regard to her private or professional life. The relation the 

leader has to her own self is thus of great importance, as she constantly creates herself on the basis 

of her own values and the relations she is part of. In this sense, the leader can only be true to who 

she really is, if she is capable of engaging in an etho-poietic process where her own personal values 

form the foundation of who she is. Values are therefore central to leadership, as true leadership is 

based on how the leader understands and incorporates the set of values that she has attained.  

It can therefore be argued that everyone has their own set of values that they base themselves on in 

their everyday practices and their conduct of themselves. Hence, every leader will also have their 

own set of values and practices, which is dependant on their perception of the world and their 

relation to it. It is therefore a matter of several factors, as the leader understands who she is and how 

she acts in the given situation. In relation to the triangular sphere of tension which she is entrenched 

in, this can be understood as a part of the relation the leader has to her own self, as this entails an 

understanding of herself and her Being-in-the-world. The etho-poietic process is therefore 

important in regard to how the leader chooses and creates herself as a leader and as a Being. She 

must therefore be aware of her own values and how she brings them into her everyday practices. 

Anne exemplifies how her values are an important part of how she has created herself in her role as 

a leader and how she inevitably always will be herself on the basis of them. She exemplifies this by 

saying “I have to be who I am”.37 Thus, she believes she is incapable of being anyone else than who 

she is, as it would be obvious for others, if she were not true to who she is. In this sense, she cannot 

appear to be representing one set of values and then under the surface be someone else. Her values 

are therefore important to her since they are an expression of how she understands herself in 

relation to her own Being and other beings which she is related to. Hence, she manifests herself in 

the world through her values because they allow her to express who she really is and thereby 

substantiate her cultivation of herself. The etho-poietic process that she engages in is therefore an 

important part of her cultivation of her own self. She understands this importance through her 

perception of the significance of values and of practicing according to them. For this reason, she 

argues that she is incapable of deserting her values when she is at work since they are a big part of 
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who she is, wherefore it would require her to be someone else if she were to pertain to other values 

than those of her own.  

In relation to this process of creating herself on the basis of her own values, she states that “We 

(herself and her co-leader) often discuss what values are, what is significant, what is justice and 

other concepts which are significant for how we interact with other beings”.38 In this sense, they 

engage in a cultivation of themselves together, as they participate in each other’s cultivation of the 

self. By doing so they ensure that both of them are caring for themselves, which in this sense also 

ensures an alignment of how they perceive different values such as justice. In a team of leaders it is 

important to have a common understanding of the set of values the participants bring with them. 

Hence, they must engage in this process of discussing values in order to establish a shared set of 

values which both of them perceive as their own. Yet, both of them know exactly how the other 

relates to these values because they have participated in their mutual cultivation of themselves.  

When they actively discuss a concept such as justice and try to understand it in a mere ontical way, 

they enter the mode of building where they are able to investigate the meaning of such a concept. In 

this mode, justice is not ready-to-hand for them in the sense that they understand the full meaning 

of it. Though, as they discuss it and reach a common understanding of what justice is to them and 

how justice must be a part of their leadership practices, it becomes ready-to-hand since they now 

are able to practice on the basis of their understanding of justice. In this sense they enter the mode 

of dwelling, as this understanding has become a part of their individual cultivation and thus a part 

of their everyday practices. Values are therefore important for the practices of leadership, especially 

in relation to leaders who are part of a group of leaders, as it is of great importance that there is a 

cohesion between how each of them interpret the set of values they base their practices upon. In this 

sense the leaders who are members of the group will all bring their own values into the group’s 

perception of basic values. Due to the fact that they all contribute with individual interpretations of 

significant values, this will generate new insight, which they will be prone to be affected by. As a 

result of their recurring etho-poietic process, they will incorporate this new insight into the process 

even though it might not be a conscious act since they may completely disagree with the others’ 

perceptions. Consequently, they will constantly re-evaluate their own understanding of values 

through the cultivation of the self and thereby never abandon their values. Rather they are helped to 

put them into another perspective where they are able to relate to them in a meta-perspective. This 

process is signified by the fact that it happens within the relations that they participate in, as it is 
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almost impossible to reach this level of cultivation of the self without someone contributing with 

their perspective. The cultivation is therefore a social process where one is obligated to participate 

in the cultivation of others. Hence, the leader is obligated to participate in her own cultivation and 

the cultivation of her employees. This means that she has a responsibility to ensure and actively 

participate in the development of her employees, as this is a part of her own development too.  

This creation of the self on the basis of values is also a consideration that Fiona has had in regard to 

her role as a leader, as she states that “If there were a continuous mismatch between my own values 

and those of the organisation, then I would move ... I would find another job because it would be 

unhealthy for me”.39  

Thus, it is important that the organisation allows the leader to cultivate herself and ensure that the 

values of the organisation are clearly stated so the leader has the opportunity to reflect upon them 

and incorporate them in her etho-poiesis. Hence, if there were a complete mismatch between the 

values the leader brings with her to the organisation and the values she meets there and this cannot 

be resolved through cultivation, then the leader would have to find another job since she might not 

be able to compromise with herself and her values. 

If there is such a mismatch and the leader and the organisation are ignorant about this, this could 

result in practices that contradict the values of the organisation and the values of the leader. In this 

sense there would be no cultivation of the self for the leader wherefore she would be incapable of 

engaging in the cultivation of her employees and the organisation she is part of. Consequently, she 

would not be able to perform in her job, as she would not be able to relate to her own Being in the 

role that she has. Rather, she would have a sense of being one person at home and another at work, 

which would only enforce a gap between who she truly believes she is and how she perceives 

herself in her role as a leader. Thus, the cultivation of the self is also significant in regard to the 

well-being of the employees and the leaders in an organisation, as this ensures that they are able to 

relate to the organisation and thereby their jobs. If they are not able to relate to their jobs, how can 

they be expected to perform in them. The leader has to relate to her own self and cultivate herself 

on the basis of the values of the organisation, as this allows her to cultivate her employees on the 

same basis. As this is one of the most virtuous tasks of the leader, she must ensure that they are able 

to relate to themselves, to others and to the organisation they are a part of. Otherwise she and her 

employees are in risk of becoming stressed, as they would experience an imbalance between 

themselves and the values they are expected to relate to. Fiona also mentions this in relation to how 
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she would feel if she was pressured to act in contrast to her own personal values. She describes how 

this would create an unhealthy work environment, which she would eventually seek away from, as 

she cannot compromise herself in order to fulfil a certain position. In this sense it is important for 

the leader to experience that she has the opportunity to fully unite with her leadership, as this 

enforces her practices as a leader. Therefore she can only genuinely dwell in her leadership if she 

can unite herself with her role as a leader, otherwise this would not be genuine dwelling, as she 

would not be who she really is. In this state she would not be able to understand her own Being-in-

the-world since it would seem foreign to her instead of an implicit and natural part of how she 

understands herself. Hence, she can only relate to, and understand her Being-in-the-world, if this is 

constant and in all cases identical, as there cannot be a split in her understanding of her Being.  

Thus, values must not be separated as personal values and external values, which the organisation 

forces on the employees. Casper speaks of values as something personal that is closely connected to 

the personality and as something that cannot be separated from the person. On the other hand, he 

mentions how the organisation he is a part of, has a set of strong values which is asserted by 35 

employees who has been chosen to be a part of the establishment of the corporate values. When 

asked if a person's core values affect how this person conducts leadership, he replies, “I do not think 

you can separate them, your core values guide who you are as a person”.40  

Thus, he argues that values must not be separated in the sense that a person has a set of values 

personally and is expected to conform to another set of values in the organisation that the person is 

a part of. Contrarily, he also argues that it is impossible for a person to fully incorporate the 

organisation’s values, as they will have some other values besides those of the organisation.41 

However, he reduces the core values to a managerial practice, which legitimises an evaluation of 

performance, as they are used to measure whether or not an employee has conformed to the 

practices of the organisation. In this sense values are reduced to a tool that cannot be approached in 

a dwelling mode since it will not be ready-to-hand, rather it will be present-at-hand. Therefore, he is 

incapable of actually leading through these values due to the fact that he can only approach them 

theoretically. Consequently, he can never fully relate to them, as they will always appear to him as 

something external and foreign to his own Being. Hence, there is a conflict between how he 

believes the values are to unfold themselves in the organisation and how he actually relates to them, 

as he believes everyone is to incorporate the core values of the organisation, yet he also states that 
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he believes it is impossible for someone to compromise with their own personal values. This seems 

to be an expression of a lack of etho-poiesis since he seems to have ignored his own values due to 

his engagement in the organisation. The process of creating himself on the basis of his own values 

and the encounter with the organisation’s values has therefore completely lacked and as a 

consequence, he seems incapable of engaging in any cultivation of the self. His interpretation of 

how the values should be used in the organisation is therefore distorted, as he does not seem to 

understand how values can be used as a practice of leadership. Instead, he reduces them to a mere 

managerial practice that legitimises an evaluation of personal performance, as the values are used to 

measure whether or not an employee has conformed to the expected behaviour. Consequently, he is 

incapable of relating to his own Being and the being of others, as he does not seem to understand 

this relationship that one has to the self. For this reason he must be in a constant mode of building 

or a fake dwelling because he does not encounter himself in the sense that he relates to his Being-

in-the-world. Therefore, he can never approach values as something ready-to-hand, as he lacks the 

knowledge of the existence of a dwelling mode. Since he is incapable of relating to his own Being, 

he is also incapable of relating to other beings, as he does not understand their being-in-the-world. 

The mode of dwelling is therefore inaccessible to him due to the fact that he does not recognise its 

existence. If he were to recognise the existence of the dwelling mode, he would be forced to re-

evaluate his relation to himself. This would force him into a traumatic state, as the relation to his 

own Being would be unfamiliar to him and he would realise that he has incorporated a set of values 

that are foreign to his Being. 

Daniel, on the other hand speaks of a set of communicative values that he has incorporated in his 

department. He uses this set of values as equipment to engage in a cultivation of himself and of his 

employees. He describes how he puts them to use “It is great equipment to have in order to invite 

people to engage in a discussion of whether or not a certain behaviour correlates with the 

communicative values”.42 In this sense, he practices leadership on the basis of the values, as he 

invites his employees to relate to them in a discussion with him. Therefore, he does not force the 

values on the employees, rather he invites them into a cultivation of themselves on the basis of their 

own values and the communicative values they have in their department. Hence, he does not believe 

that there is a right and wrong way to behave according to the communicative values, though he 

requires that the employees relate to them through their own values and thus incorporate them into 
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their own Being. In other words, he leads his employees through these communicative values by 

engaging in their cultivation.  

This difference between how Anne, Fiona, Daniel and Casper understands themselves and seem to 

have, or not have, engaged in a cultivation of the self substantiates the notion of this cultivation and 

etho-poiesis being central to leadership, as this is where the leader evolves and understands herself 

in her leadership. If the leader fails to engage in a cultivation of the self and etho-poiesis, then she 

will not generate an understanding of herself in her leadership. Leadership will then become 

something foreign and external to her wherefore she will never be able to practice true leadership, 

as she will be prone to theorise and objectify such practices. Hence the practices that she engages in 

will to a greater extent resemble those of management, as they will appear to her as something 

present-at-hand, as a tool rather than as something which is a natural part of her Being. In order to 

be able to engage in the practices of leadership, it is important for the leader to engage in a 

cultivation of the self so she can relate to her own Being, as she can only be who she is and enter 

the mode of dwelling through this. Thus, she must be authentic in her practices and thereby conduct 

herself in accordance to her understanding of herself and her values.  
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Authenticity 
The cultivation of the self has great importance to the leader’s understanding of herself, as it has 

been argued that it is an essential part of her relation to her Being. In this sense we must perceive 

her as authentic when she is in cohesion with who she is by the means that she relates to her own 

Being. Thus, authenticity has become a concept for leaders to express how they relate to their own 

Being and their Being-in-the-world. 

Authenticity is thus how they understand their own Being in regard to what it means to have a 

relation to their Being and how this affects their being towards others. It is therefore a common 

expression for the leaders to state that they wish to be authentic in their leadership, as they want to 

be who they are in all aspects of their Being. 

In this sense authenticity means to be who you are as the Being you have created on the basis of the 

values you have been brought up with, the experiences you have gained through your life and the 

etho-poietic process you constantly engage in. Fiona describes authenticity as “To be true to my 

own values…To do what I say and say what I do”.43 

It is important for her to have a connection to her own values and who she is since she believes she 

is authentic when she is true to her values in the sense that the Being she perceives herself as, is the 

same Being she experiences when she reflects on how she has acted in a given situation. This 

reflection is therefore important since it is through this that the cultivation of the self can be 

approached as a way of understanding one's own Being-in-the-world. Additionally, she relates 

authenticity to being clear about what she does because she believes it expresses her authenticity to 

her employees that they know she is dependable in regard to who she is and how she practices 

herself. In this sense, authenticity is an expression of how she wants to conduct herself in relation to 

her own self, the other and the organisation.  

Eric describes authenticity similar to Fiona, yet he also argues that he cannot ensure his authenticity 

in any other way than through himself. When asked directly how he ensures his authenticity, he 

replies “The only way I can be certain, is through myself, how I can feel it (authenticity)”.44 He 

argues that he is the only one who knows when he is authentic, as authenticity is an expression of 

how he conducts himself in relation to who he believes he is. In this sense, others might be able to 

sense if he seems to be insecure of something, yet they will never be fully capable of determining 

whether or not he is authentic in relation to his own Being.  
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He then describes how he has experienced situations where he has been able to sense people in a 

way where he has no doubt about the authenticity of what they are saying. In this sense they seem 

to be so grounded in who they are that he has no doubt that they are authentic, yet he can never be 

certain as this authenticity is only revealed in their relation to themselves. “You are the one saying 

this, you are delivering the message, you are the one holding this value, it is who you are”.45  

As it is argued that authenticity can only be revealed in relation to oneself, it can be argued that due 

to close relations to other beings, it can be possible to have a strong sense of the other. For this 

reason, it is possible to have a strong sense of authenticity in regard to the other if the beings are 

closely related through their being-in-the-world. In this sense it is through the leader’s relationship 

to herself and to her employees, that she can sense her own authenticity as well as she can obtain an 

idea about whether or not her employees are being true to themselves. If the leader feels that she is 

not being authentic and true to herself or that her employees are not being authentic in their 

everyday practices, then it is her responsibility to cultivate herself or cultivate her employees. It is 

therefore an important part of leadership for the leader to ensure her own authenticity and the 

authenticity of the employees through this process of cultivating the self. If there is a mismatch 

between how the leader acts and how she perceives herself, then she will find it more and more 

difficult to relate to her Being and her Being-in-the-world. Consequently she will have a hard time 

deciphering which values she is acting upon wherefore she will start hesitating in difficult and 

stressful situations. This can have serious consequences not only for the leader but also the 

employees and the organisation. The employees need a strong leader who does not doubt herself 

and her decisions, otherwise they will start questioning her authority and she will lose some of her 

legitimacy as a leader.   

Thus, the authenticity of the leader exists in the relation she has to her own self and in the relation 

that she has to her employees, as she must be authentic in this relationship in order to lead them. If 

she is capable of being authentic in this relationship, her employees will be more inclined to follow 

her and recognise her as a leader since she will seem authentic in her leadership. The constant 

reflection on whether or not she is authentic is therefore an important part of her cultivation of 

herself, as this is where she reflects on her own Being and her Being-in-the-world in regard to her 

actions.  

As the leader always chooses herself in a given situation on the basis of who she is, she can never 

be anything but authentic in that moment because she chooses herself on the basis of her Being in 
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that given situation and on the basis of what she truly believes will express her genuine Being. 

Afterwards, as she reflects on her actions in that situation, she might realise that her actions were 

not completely authentic. Though, this would be caused by the fact that, as she begins to reflect on 

her actions and her Being, she engages in a cultivation of herself which changes her understanding 

of herself. In this sense, it can appear to her, that she has acted inauthentic, yet in the moment she 

acted, she was authentic based on the Being she was in that moment. In this sense, she can never be 

anything but authentic, but authentic based on how she understands her own Being and Being-in-

the-world in that very moment. 

Authenticity is therefore an expression of how the leader understands her own Being at every given 

time, if she sincerely relates to her Being, then she will be authentic as she will conduct herself 

based on this relation. This is due to the fact that in this relation she generates an understanding of 

herself that she cannot ignore, as this will direct the way in which she relates to other beings-in-the-

world. Once she has an understanding of herself and her Being, she can not choose to act against 

this knowledge and set aside who she is.  
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Relations 
In organisations the different roles which people pertain are connected through the relations they 

have to each other, as it is in these relations they constitute themselves and their Being. It is through 

the relation to the self and to the other that it is possible to understand one’s own Being and other 

beings. In relation to authenticity the relations are of great importance, as it is where the being is 

unfolded and understood as it really is and understand other beings and entities as what they really 

are. In this sense, a Being can relate to other Beings who have the same kind of Being as they do in 

one way and relate to beings of another kind of being in a different way. Finally they can relate to 

themselves in a third way as this is where they understand and create themselves as a Being-in-the-

world. Thus, these relations to the leader’s own Being and to Beings similar to this, can exist in a 

mode of dwelling if they are a natural part of how she understands and conducts herself. If it is not 

natural to her, if she is incapable of dwelling in her relations to the self and to the other, she can 

only access them in a mode of building wherefore they will only be present-at-hand and never truly 

reveal themselves to her. The relation to beings of a different kind, can also be accessed through 

both building and dwelling, as they can appear as a tool in the mode of building and as equipment 

in the mode of dwelling. In this sense, the leader can only access others in the mode of dwelling if 

she is able to dwell in her relation to her own self and to the other. Relations are therefore important 

to how the leader can access and thereby lead herself and others, as it is in her relations that she 

practices leadership. These relations can be perceived in three aspects, which are, care of the self, 

solicitude for other Beings and concern for other beings. 

Care 
The care that the leader has for herself is based on the cultivation that she continuously engages in 

because it is in this relation to herself that she understands herself and has the possibility to evolve 

herself on the basis of how she perceives herself. The care of the self is therefore the relation that 

must precede other relations, as this is what designates if the leader is capable of dwelling in her 

relations. Thus, she must be able to dwell in the relation she has to her own self, in order to dwell in 

the relations she has to others. Care of the self is therefore a prerequisite for her involvement in the 

relations which she must engage in, in order to be a leader. The leader must therefore have a care 

for herself that is premised on her relation to her Being and to others, as this generates the kind of 

knowledge that she needs in order to have solicitude for her employees and concern for the 

organisation. As it has been argued, the leader has to be able to lead herself in order to lead others. 

To lead herself she has to have a care for herself that is characterised by her relation to her own 
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Being, as it is in this relation that she pertains an understanding of herself. The practices of 

leadership are therefore grounded on a fundamental care of the self, as this elicits solicitude for 

other Beings and a concern for beings-in-the-world. The leader must therefore be aware of herself 

in the sense that she has a relation to her own self based on a desire to cultivate herself.  

This is not necessarily a conscious act as the leader can practice a care for herself without being 

aware of why she does so. However she feels that this care is a necessity because she always has a 

relation to her own self and her Being, as her Being will continue to be an issue for her. This care 

originates from her Being as a Dasein wherefore she engages in a recurring etho-poietic process in 

which she generates an understanding of herself based on her moral and ethical beliefs. Though this 

understanding of herself can never be constant because her Being-in-the-world always changes, 

which means that she has to continuously relate to her Being and attain a new understanding of 

herself. As her moral and ethical beliefs are fundamental for how she generates this understanding, 

her relation to her Being-in-the-world will be a continuous process which is based on her etho-

poiesis and therefore part of her Being. In this sense, the leader’s care for herself is fundamental for 

her Being and the way in which she relates to her Being-in-the-world wherefore this pertains to her 

as a Being in general and not solely to her being as a leader. This care is therefore also essential for 

her to remain authentic in her practices, as she conducts herself in relation to her understanding of 

herself.  This confers to the notion that Dasein essentially is care, as care of the self pertains to the 

relation Dasein has to its own Being.  

Anne argues that she has a care for herself in the sense that she is attentive to herself and to the 

practices she engages in. When asked if she believes she has a care for herself she states that “I 

have become more attentive to it... I am aware, that sometimes I have to pull the brake and slow 

down”.46  

She is aware that she sometimes has the need to slow down even though she would rather push 

herself to a greater extent, yet the care that she has for herself makes her reflect on the situation and 

realise that she must reside. She has the knowledge of when to reside because she has engaged in a 

cultivation of herself. Thus the cultivation of the self and the care of the self are interconnected in 

the sense that the cultivation is a part of having care of the self. Hence, the care of the self is a 

natural part of Being-in-the-world. When Anne finds herself in a situation where she feels that she 

has to slow down, then this realisation is generated through her relation to her Being-in-the-world 
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and her understanding of herself in that situation. This decision to slow down is therefore grounded 

on her relation to her own self and the care that she inevitably has for herself through this relation. 

In this sense she dwells in the relation to her own self as she knows herself well enough to know her 

limits. Afterwards, she will be able to reflect on this and through the care she has for herself 

cultivate herself on the basis of her experience. The care of the self thus becomes an ongoing 

process, which belongs primarily to the mode of dwelling, as it is a constant act regardless of the 

conscience of it since it is not a prerequisite for it to be understood ontically. Yet, it is possible to 

care for the self in a mode of building, here, it will be understood ontically as the leader must 

approach herself in a mere theoretical sense, as she will try to understand herself on the basis of e.g. 

her profession. In this sense she will only be able to understand herself and her role as a leader as a 

tool because she will be unable to approach herself in any other way. In this case the leader will 

most likely consider her role as a leader and her private self as two distinct modes of being, as she 

does not consider her role as a leader as a part of who she is. Contrarily, the leader considers her 

role as a leader, as a means to create results for the organisation wherefore she pertains to 

leadership as something that is present-at-hand. In this kind of relationship to leadership the leader 

is unable to care for herself as a leader since she regards her role as a leader as something which has 

a different kind of being than that of her private self. Hence the role as a leader does not appear as 

equipment that is ready-to-hand wherefore the leader cannot dwell in the practices of leadership. 

The leader can therefore not pertain to the being of leadership and thus care for herself as a leader. 

As she does not relate her own Being to her practices as a leader and therefore her Being-in-the-

world in that situation, she is unable to have care of the self. However, if she has a natural relation 

to her own Being and her Being-in-the-world when she practices leadership, she will not feel that 

there is a difference between her Being and her being as a leader since they will be based on the 

same understanding of her Being and her Being-in-the-world in a given situation. Thus the leader 

always relates to her own self and to her Being based on her Being-in-the-world wherefore she can 

relate to herself as a leader if she understands her leadership as a part of her Being and not as a role 

she assumes when she practices leadership.          

Fiona understands this care of herself in regard to being aware of herself and how she is doing. She 

believes it can be quite difficult to care for the self in a busy environment where the work pressure 

is high. She mentions how this care can be expressed by a parallel in regard to parents and children, 

she says “I try to preach, in the private sphere in regard to parenting, if the parents are doing well 
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and have time and energy for their children, then their children are doing good as well”.47 In this 

sense she believes that she, as a parent and as a leader must have the time to care for herself, as this 

is a prerequisite for caring for someone else. Thus, she must attend to herself and her own well-

being in order to attend to her employees because if she is not doing well then she will not be able 

to attend to others’ well-being. This could be in regard to her role as a leader, her career and her life 

in general. If she is able to dwell in these aspects, then she will be able to dwell in the relation she 

has to her employees which allows her to attend to them with respect to their cultivation. Through 

this relation she will be able to see, how they care for themselves and thereby engage in and 

encourage their cultivation process, as this is her job and responsibility as their leader. This 

substantiates the notion of the leader having to lead herself before she can lead anyone else, as she 

leads through the relations she is part of.  

In this sense, Fiona seems to have a relation to her own Being, as she reflects on how she conducts 

herself in her practices wherefore the relation she has to her employees can be signified by a 

solicitude. As she compares the relation she has to her employees to the relation between parents 

and children, it can be argued that she has a different care for her employees than the one she has 

for herself. The solicitude she has for them, seems to be more powerful than the care she has for 

herself, as she argues that she is prone to prioritise her team's well-being over her own. 

The care of the self must be considered as a precondition for all other forms of care, as the leader 

will not be able to have genuine care for anyone, if she is not able to have care for herself. This is 

because she will not be able to dwell in her relations to anyone, if she cannot dwell in the relation 

she has to her own self. Consequently, the solicitude that she will seem to have for the other will be 

a solicitude that is based in the mode of building wherefore it will only be present-at-hand and 

therefore never genuine. In this sense, the mode in which it will exist can be perceived as a fake 

mode of dwelling since it will seem to be dwelling, yet it will never be a natural practice for the 

leader and in this sense, care will be reduced to a tool which the leader can use to obtain a goal. If 

the solicitude the leader has for her employees is situated in the mode of building, then the 

employees will never come to experience this care as something natural and reliable. Because the 

leader does not dwell in her relation to her employees the solicitude that she will have for them is 

something she deliberately has to attend to, wherefore it becomes a liability and a superficial 

sentiment. The relationship that the leader has to her employees will therefore be unsteady, as the 
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employees will never really know what to expect from their leader, as the solicitude she has for 

them does not come naturally but is dependant on current circumstances.  

In this sense, we must consider the care of the self, as a basic state of Being as this Being is 

characterised by that fact that Being is an issue for it and therefore constantly relate to and care for 

its own Being. The leader will therefore approach leadership through her own Being and the being 

of leadership and by this, she will have the relations to her employees. This relation can thus be 

characterised by a care more similar to the one parents have for their children which is denoted as 

solicitude. In the sense, the leader has care for herself and solicitude for her employees.   

Solicitude  
The care which a leader must have for her employees if she perceives their Being as similar to her 

own must be denoted as solicitude. This is a care that differentiates from the one she has for herself 

by being more aligned with a prenatal care or the care parents have for their children. The leader 

can only have solicitude for her employees if she has care for herself, as she cannot take care of 

others before she has taken care of herself. The way in which the leader relates to other Beings is by 

expressing a form of solicitude, as this is fundamental to how she reaches an understanding of their 

Being. Hence in order to know what drives and limits her employees, she must relate to them in a 

manner that is characterised by solicitude. Though, as it has been argued, this solicitude will only 

prevail if the leader is able to dwell in her relation to her own self, her employees and the 

organisation, as this is the most immediate way to understand her Being-in-the-world. It is therefore 

essential that the leader manage to establish a relation to her employees that is grounded on her 

relation to her own self. This is because she must be fully acquainted and aware of how and on what 

basis she creates her self, as this cultivation of the self ensures a measure of authenticity in her 

relation to her employees. The leader can only have a genuine solicitude for her employees if her 

relation to her own self and to her employees is authentic in the means of being true to herself. 

Otherwise the leader would lose herself in her role as a leader since she would not be acting as 

whole person, which would unbalance her and consequently make her doubt herself.  

Eric describes how he relates to his employees in an informal manner through his everyday 

practices as he relates to them by approaching them with small-talk or by just walking around and 

being available for a chat. :“I like to walk around in the halls and small-talk… I have a genuine 

interest in them”.48  
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In this sense he relates to his employees in a natural way, as it is based on how he is in the world, 

this is characterised by a genuine interest, or solicitude that he considers a natural part of his Being. 

This way of approaching his employees is insignificant for his role as a leader since it is a 

fundamental inclination for him to relate to other Beings by engaging them in small-talk and by 

showing them a genuine interest in their well-being. It is therefore a part of how he establishes 

relations to others and how he pursues an understanding of their Being. It can therefore be argued 

that he dwells in his relations to his employees, due to the fact that he considers it a natural part of 

his Being. He does not deliberately believe it to be a part of his duties as a leader but rather believes 

that it is part of Being human. In this sense, he considers the cultivation of the self to be a 

fundamental part of his Being, as it seems natural to him to care for himself and thereby also care 

for others. Thus he understands that others have the need to cultivate themselves just as he does and 

therefore engages in and facilitates his employees’ cultivation of themselves by the relation he has 

to them. This relation can therefore only be characterised as solicitude due to the fact that he 

acknowledges that they too have the need to cultivate themselves which characterises their Being as 

similar to his own. However if he considers this solicitude as merely a part of his obligations as a 

leader, then he would not be able to establish a relation to his employees that elicits his participation 

in their cultivation.  

This notion of solicitude is substantiated by Fiona and her statement regarding the relation between 

the parents and the children, in the sense that the parents must be able to care for themselves in 

order to care for their children. As it is argued that solicitude can be related to the relation a parent 

has to their child, it can be derived that the leader also must care for herself in order to care for her 

employees. In this relation the parents also have a natural inclination to take part in their children's 

cultivation, which can be compared to the leader’s relation to her employees and their cultivation. 

As the leader has an important role in her employees’ cultivation, so can it be argued that her 

relation to her employees has importance for her own cultivation. In the leader’s etho-poietic 

processes she recreates herself through her reflections on her past experiences and the relations she 

is part of. However, without her continuous engagement in her relations to her employees, she will 

not be able to engage in her own cultivation, as this also contains her relation to others and her 

perception of her own Being-in-the-world. Therefore it can be argued that the engagement in the 

cultivation of her employees also is a part of her own cultivation, as it cultivates her as a leader to 

be able to cultivate her employees. In other words, it is part of the development of her leadership to 

develop her employees and in this sense develop her own leadership practices. Fiona describes how 
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she believes that she has an obligation, and that it is part of leadership, to develop and encourage 

her employees to realise their potential and thereby cultivate and develop themselves on the basis of 

their abilities. :“As a leader, I feel an obligation to help a member of my team to move on to 

something else if that is what they want… I love to see them grow”.49  

Thus, the fact that she loves to engage in their development signifies the relation she has to them, 

which therefore only can be described as solicitude. It is part of her practices as a leader to engage 

in this and in this sense it is a part of how she perceives herself and her own Being. Therefore, it 

substantiates the fact that it is a part of her own cultivation as she develops alongside her 

employees. The relation between the leader and the employees is therefore co-dependant, as the 

leader needs the employees in order to cultivate herself and the employees need a leader who has a 

cultivation process in order to engage in their cultivation. It is in the leader’s interest to see her 

employees grow and realise their potential, as much as it is in the employees’ own interest. Thus it 

can be argued that this solicitude and the participation in the cultivation of the employees is an 

essential practice of leadership. This is due to the fact that it incarnates leadership itself through the 

leader’s relation to her employees since this is founded by these sentiments.   

The fact that this solicitude is a natural part of the leader’s Being in relation to other Beings is 

supported by Anne who believes it is a natural part of who she is and not something she has begun 

to practice as she has received the title as leader. :“Solicitude is also a form of attention, I use the 

knowledge I have about people constructively… It is not because I am a leader that I have this 

solicitude… It is just the way I am as a person”.50 

She believes that it is incorporated in her Being to be attentive to her employees’ well-being and 

therefore a natural part of the relation she has to them. In this sense it is a part of her leadership 

practices to engage in the relation she has to her employees in a genuine way, as she will always be 

authentic in the relation to them. Since she believes it is a part of who she is as a person, she 

understands herself in regard to this Being-in-the-world, as she would not be herself if she did not 

have the opportunity to practice her leadership in this way. Therefore, it can be argued that she 

dwells in her practices and in her relation to her employees since she is able to be true to who she is 

in the relation she has to them. Leadership is therefore not a prerequisite for solicitude rather 

solicitude is a prerequisite for leadership. However, if the leader perceives solicitude as part of her 

duties as a leader, her solicitude would be an intentional and obligatory act. In this sense, she would 
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perceive solicitude as a means to an end, which would reduce it to a managerial practice instead of a 

practice of leadership in which solicitude would be the end itself. Solicitude must therefore be 

considered a practice of leadership, if it is based on an authentic relation to the employees, as the 

leader cannot have genuine solicitude for her employees if she is inauthentic. 

As it is argued that the care of the self precedes solicitude in the sense that the leader can only have 

solicitude for her employees if she has care for herself, it can be argued that solicitude is how she 

will naturally relate to her employees if she perceives their Being as similar to her own Being. In 

regard to practicing leadership, it is therefore clear that the leader must be able to lead herself in 

order to lead others. In this sense, solicitude can be founded in the mode of dwelling if the leader is 

balanced in her relation to her own self and thus able to care for herself.  

Though, if she finds herself in a situation where leadership practices are not sufficient, then she will 

have to relate to her employees as another being than that of her own.  Consequently, she will have 

to enter the mode of building in the sense that she will use this mode as a form of equipment, 

whereby she will be able to understand her employees as something ready-to-hand. Hence she 

relates to them through the mode of building, as she will not be able to fully dwell in her relation to 

her employees if she does not perceive their Being as similar to her own Being. Thus, it is only 

possible for her to relate to her employees authentically if she is able to relate to and understand 

them as Beings similar to her own and therefore have solicitude for them. In this sense the mode of 

building functions as equipment for her as she uses this to engage in managerial practices. She is 

therefore not able to have solicitude for them when using managerial practices, as solicitude relates 

to the practices of leadership.  

Thus, the leader can access the building mode through her dwelling wherefore it will appear to her 

as something ready-to-hand and thereby use it as equipment. Consequently, she is unable to relate 

to her employees as Daseins since she does not understand them ontologically. For this reason she 

will relate to them through the building mode which means she will perceive them as merely 

equipment that she can use as a means to an end. In this sense she does not relate to their Being as 

Daseins but their being as a given profession with certain properties and responsibilities. She can do 

so because she is unable to relate to them in any other way, yet this ability to navigate between the 

modes of dwelling and building are of great importance to the leader, as it is in this, that she 

navigates through the practices of management and leadership. However, she must always strive to 

return to the mode of dwelling because this is where she is her authentic self and where she relates 

to her employees as Beings. 
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For this reason we must perceive solicitude as a part of the triangular tension wherein the leader is 

in the centre, as this is how she relates to the other on the basis of her relation to her own self. It is 

therefore important to understand the relation the leader has to her employees in regard to her 

relation to her own self as they are closely associated. Additionally, it is important to consider the 

relation she has to the organisation which she is part of, as she relates to this in a different manner 

than she relates to her employees and her own self. The concern she has for the organisation is 

therefore the third aspect of the triangular sphere of tension in which the leader is centred.  

Concern 
Concern is how the leader relates to the organisation as she relates to it as a being different from her 

own. She relates to it as an entity wherefore she will perceive it as something ready-to-hand and 

therefore relate to it with concern. This concern can be situated in a dwelling mode where it is her 

core relation to the organisation based on her understanding of her own Being. However, it can also 

be based on a mode of building where she will understand the organisation as a means to an end in 

the sense that she will use it to preserve herself and obtain the overall goals of the organisation in 

regard to profit and sustainment. It is therefore the third part of the triangular sphere of tension in 

which the leader is centred and is based on the relation the leader has to her own self and to the 

other. Thus, the leader must dwell in her relation to her own self in order to dwell in the relation she 

has to the organisation as this is a natural part of her leadership in the sense that the organisation is 

where she unfolds her leadership practices. The organisation is therefore an important part of her 

leadership, as she would not be able to practice leadership or management if she does not have a 

relation to the organisation. It is also in the organisation that she establishes her relations to other 

Daseins and thereby practice leadership as it is in these relations that she constitutes herself as a 

leader. Though, as the leader will face circumstances that require her to generate new insight about 

the organisation as well as engage in managerial practices that facilitate quality and efficiency, she 

will have to occasionally use the mode of building. It is therefore predominant in the leader’s 

relation to the organisation, that she will find it necessary to enter the mode of building in order to 

obtain new knowledge that enables her to sustain her concern for the organisation. This is because 

the organisation is influenced by many externalities and is therefore situated in a very volatile 

environment, which requires the leader to constantly get reacquainted with the organisation. This 

relation to the organisation can therefore be perceived as a part of the leaders etho-poietic process 

as she also evolves in her relation to her own self by re-establishing and understanding her relation 
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to the organisation. Thus, her relation to the organisation is a part of her cultivation of her own self 

as well as she is part of the development of the organisation.  

When asked if she, in addition to the care she has for herself and the solicitude she has for her 

employees, has a concern for the organisation, Anne replies “When you are in a position as I am, 

then of course you have a concern for the organisation you are part of, you want things to work, 

you want to contribute to the community”.51  

She understands her role as a leader in regard to the organisation in the sense that she has an overall 

responsibility to ensure the well-being of the organisation as well as that of her own and her 

employees’. She describes this concern as a desire to contribute to the organisation by sustaining 

the community, as she believes this enables the organisation to function the best.  

In this sense she must ensure the existence of the organisation, as this is what ensures her room for 

leadership practices and thereby constitutes her as a leader. As she understands this as a natural part 

of being a leader she must dwell in her relation to her organisation, as she otherwise would be 

unable to have a genuine concern for the organisation. Thus, she would only be able to perceive it 

as something present-at-hand which she would be unable to have concern for. On the other hand, 

she does not perceive the being of the organisation as similar to her own Being wherefore she 

cannot have care or solicitude for it. Her relation to the organisation therefore differs in regard to 

the relation she has to her own self and to her employees. This affects how she interacts with the 

organisation as she will perceive it as equipment rather than as another Being, yet this is exactly 

what enables her to access it as something ready-to-hand and thereby use it in her leadership 

practices. If she is not able to have genuine concern for the organisation, she can only access it in a 

mere strategic manner wherefore she will understand it through a mode of building.  

However, she can find herself in a situation where it is necessary for her to re-establish her 

understanding of the organisation and therefore access it in a mere ontical way as she must perceive 

it in a mere theoretical perspective in order to re-establish her understanding of it. Therefore, she 

will strive to relate to the organisation through the mode of dwelling as a basic state and when 

necessary, she will use the mode of building as equipment in order to understand the organisation in 

a new way. When she has established a new understanding of the organisation, she will return to the 

mode of dwelling where she has concern for the organisation. It is this concern that encourages her 

to enter the mode of building, as she will seek to sustain this concern and the well-being of the 

organisation. She can only do so, by continuously re-establishing her relation to, and her 
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understanding of the organisation. In this sense she engages in a form of cultivation of the 

organisation, this cultivation differs from the cultivation of herself and her employees, as it does not 

relate to a Being similar to Daseins, rather it is characterised by an ongoing development in regard 

to the practices of the organisation and the culture. 

Casper substantiates Anne’s understanding of her relation to the organisation she is part of as he 

states “To be a leader is not just a title and a nice car, it is a trusted position where you have to 

create results for the organisation”.52  

Thus, it is the leader’s responsibility to have concern for the organisation in the means of making 

decisions that benefit and help facilitate the ongoing development of the organisation. 

The leader must therefore ensure that she has a relation to her own self, her employees and the 

organisation, as this is what ensures the development of the organisation and the cultivation of the 

others. If the leader fails to develop the organisation then this will affect the well-being of the 

employees and the leader herself, as she might not be able to have the care which enables the 

cultivation of the leader herself as well as her employees.   

The concern for the organisation is therefore important in regard to the two other aspects of the 

triangular sphere of tension, as they are all co-dependant in the sense that they facilitate and are a 

prerequisite for each other. In regard to this, Eric argues that it can sometimes be very difficult to 

make decisions in regard to the well-being of the organisation “Should I relocate the entire 

organisation overseas… That is a concern for the organisation but of course that also generates a 

care for the members of the organisation”.53 In this case Eric has a concern for the organisation and 

what benefits it the most, though such a grant decision will of course also affect the well-being of 

the members of the organisation. This substantiates the notion that as the leader concerns herself 

with the organisation, she will be induced to have solicitude for her employees and care for herself 

because a decision on behalf of the organisation will eventually affect all layers of the organisation. 

If the leader only maintains a concern for the organisation then she will risk losing her relations to 

her own self and her employees, as she will not be able to recognise herself in her practices. When 

she relates to the organisation as something ready-to-hand she is able to work with it on the basis of 

the concern she has for it. This could be by working with the culture in the organisation and the 

relations that it consists of. Thus her concern for the organisation allows her to address relational 

issues or power struggles in her department and gain insight in her employees’ internal 
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collaboration. However, this concern for the organisation is dependant on the leader having a 

relation to her own self and her Being, as this enables her to relate to the organisation as something 

ready-to-hand.  If she is unable to relate to her own self in her practices she will no longer be 

authentic in her relations to her employees and the organisation, which will make her unable to have 

genuine solicitude for her employees and concern for the organisation and thus be unable to engage 

in their cultivation. It is therefore essential that the leader manages to balance these three relations 

as non of them can overrule the others, since this will influence the leader’s ability to maintain a 

care for herself, the employees and the organisation. The most important job of the leader is 

therefore to ensure that there is a balance between the three as it is the only way she can ensure 

herself and her leadership. In the sense that she must always be aware of who she is and choose 

herself on the basis of her etho-poiesis and in regard to the relations she has to the other and the 

organisation. The leader herself can therefore be found in a constant tension between the care she 

has for herself, the solicitude she has for her employees and the concern she has for the 

organisation. She is therefore constituted within the relation to the three and it is in these relations 

that she can practice leadership and if necessary management.  
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Discourse on Discipline 
In modern organisations the discourse on discipline has evolved from control to leading in the sense 

that there has been a managerial control of almost every part of the daily practices to merely leading 

the employees in a certain direction. Power has become productive in the means of providing the 

frame wherein employees can create themselves as individuals and as professionals, as the 

organisation has become the sphere where people seek to fulfil their potential. In this sense the 

control mechanisms has been replaced by a panopticism where everyone is their own manager in 

the sense that no one seems to control them, yet there is a constant possibility of being controlled. 

This leads the employees to control themselves or in other words self-manage, as they now follow a 

direction that the leader presents and not protocols and manuals. Their practices therefore become 

their own as they are now responsible for them and have the authority to choose how to conduct 

themselves instead of following a fixed procedure. Hence, the task of the leader has also evolved 

from a managerial practice to a practice of leadership as this new discourse on discipline has 

changed the demands of the leader. The leader now has to incentivise the employees to follow her, 

as the practices they choose to engage in are defining for how they create themselves and how they 

perceive their leader and colleagues. It has become the leader’s responsibility to help cultivate her 

employees, as this solicitude forms the foundation of her authority and the power relations she 

engages in. Thus, it is the employees’ own desire to cultivate themselves that elicits their 

subjectification to the power relations within the organisation. In this sense, power is sustained as 

long as it is productive and the employees have a degree of freedom to choose to follow their 

leader.  

Disciplinary cultivation 
It has been argued that leaders are faced with new demands in regard to how they are to lead their 

employees, as the employees are moving towards a practice of self-management. Hence, the 

practices of leadership have become evident in regard to how the leader has to interact with her 

employees. Solicitude is therefore an important practice in the leader’s relation to her employees, as 

it entails that she has solicitude for them if she wishes to practice leadership in the relation she has 

to them. If she does not, then she will only be able to practice management and therefore not truly 

interact with them as who she really is. Anne argues that there is a close correlation between trust 

and control in the sense that control becomes necessary if the level of trust is insufficient. :“I think it 

is correlated, mistrust and control. If I have trust in someone, then I have solicitude for them”.54 
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It is her experience that solicitude entails a level of trust, as she does not believe she is capable of 

having solicitude for employees if she does not have trust in them. In this sense, she is only able to 

practice leadership in her relation to them if she has trust in them and thereby let them self-manage. 

Self-management therefore becomes a practice of leadership as the leader must be aware of 

employees who self-manage and support them in their practices. Leading self-management can thus 

be perceived as a part of the cultivation of the employees because it is a part of their development 

and the development of the relation between the leader and the employee. 

However, if she does not have trust in them then she cannot have solicitude for them and will 

therefore be obliged to managerial practices where control is a key mechanism. This may be due to 

the fact that the leader in this case is not able to fully relate to her employees and understand their 

Being. Consequently, she cannot understand their practices wherefore she does not trust that they 

will do their job in a manner that is acceptable. As she lacks trust in her employees and is incapable 

of relating to their Being, she will have difficulty with retaining her authenticity and truly dwelling 

in her relation to them. Under such circumstances the leader does not find a natural inclination to  

have solicitude for her employees. For this reason the power relations between her and these 

employees will be characterised by a means of control, as this is the only way the leader finds 

natural to relate to them. Although such a scenario does occur at times, it is certainly not a wishful 

situation to be in for Anne. She wants her employees to be able to manage themselves to such an 

extent that she fully trusts them and does not need to control them, as this would compromise her 

relation to them. In this case, Anne also argues that it is easier to have sympathy for the employees 

who she has trust in. This substantiate the notion that the leader’s lack of trust is founded by her 

inability to fully relate to their Being, as having sympathy for someone is essential for being able to 

relate to other people.  

The leader’s compulsion and ability to help cultivate her employees is therefore closely tied to their 

degree of self-management and whether or not the leader finds their practices sufficient and 

acceptable. If the employees are not able to conduct themselves in a manner that the leader finds 

appropriate then she will have to invoke a control mechanism, which will reduce their relation to a 

means of control rather than a form of modern discipline. Daniel argues that he too gives his 

employees the freedom to practice themselves within the organisational settings. :“I give people 

freedom to do their things... If someone complains about something, then we talk about it and have 
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a discussion, is this how we want things done, is this how I want them to do... It gives them security 

to do what they do”.55  

Thus, he believes it benefits him and his employees to allow them to conduct themselves as they see 

fit, and only react in a disciplinary manner if there is a discrepancy between this and how he wants 

them to conduct themselves. As he practices his leadership and uses a disciplinary approach, he 

does so in the means of cultivation as the discipline he uses does not prohibit actions rather it 

encourages and creates new practices. In this sense he uses discipline as a practice to cultivate his 

employees since he engages in a discussion with them instead of restricting their actions. Thus, he 

practices leadership and power in the relation he has to his employees in the means of engaging in 

their cultivation in order to improve their performance. The desire to improve their performance can 

be based on a genuine solicitude for his employees but it can also, and is most likely based on a 

concern for the organisation, as the improvement of performance can be perceived as an 

organisational goal as well. Cultivation therefore becomes a disciplinary practice, as it can be 

argued that the goal of the organisation and the goal of the individual can be correlated. Hence, the 

individual will seek to improve its performance for the sake of itself and for the sake of the 

organisation. The leader will support this, as she will have a concern for the organisation and 

solicitude for the employee, yet it is indeterminable which will have the characteristic of means and 

ends. This substantiates the notion of the leader being in a constant tension between her own self, 

her employees and her organisation as she must take the care of them all in consideration when she 

conducts herself. In this sense she must be aware of this, yet she is not required to prioritise 

between the three, as this would create an unbalance in her practices. If there is an unbalance in 

how she relates to her own self, her employees and to her organisation, she will most likely 

experience herself as inauthentic since she will have difficulties relating to herself as a leader and 

therefore relate to her employees and her organisation. It is therefore of great importance for the 

leader to be able to acknowledge situations when it is necessary for her to engage in a cultivation of 

her employees or her organisation as this ensures the relation she has to both. Daniel navigates in 

this tension by practicing leadership in a disciplinary manner when he believes it is necessary for 

the well-being of the employees and the organisation. He does so in situations where certain 

practices are not suitable for achieving the overall goals of the organisation. Though instead of 

simply prohibiting employees from engaging in such practices, he approaches these situations as 

opportunities for learning and cultivation. When Daniel does this, it can be argued that power 
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creates rather than restricts since there is this cultivation of the employees and at the same time the 

leader. In other words, power is exercised as a means to produce better practices and cultivate the 

employees and the leader since this benefits all parties. In this sense, power is a co-productive force 

rather than restrictive since it would otherwise affect an unbalance in the relations of the leader. The 

leader must therefore not regard power as a means to proclaim or exert her authority but also as a 

means to cultivate her employees. For this reason power can be perceived as a disciplinary 

cultivation, as it disciplines through a mutual cultivation but is rarely exercised as a coercive force. 

The leader may find it necessary at times to enforce her authoritative power but the objective is for 

her to exercise power through disciplinary cultivation, since it is the most beneficial and thus 

productive. Leadership will therefore aim to practice power as a disciplinary cultivation whereas 

management will be more prone to practice power as a coercive force. Neither of these forms of 

power can be excluded as they are both required though the leader must strive to maintain a balance 

between the two, equivalent to the balance between management and leadership.  

Panopticism as self-management  
The power practices of leadership have been argued to be characterised as a disciplinary cultivation 

where the leader uses her authority to engage in a cultivation with the employees. However, the 

process of assessing the situations that calls for the leader’s exertion of power is correlated to the 

processes of panopticism and might cover a concealed form of repression. In this sense, the leader 

observes her employees and the practices that they engage in and if she sees practices that does not 

align with the norms and practices of the organisation, then she will initiate an examination of such 

behaviour. Here, the leader draws attention to the fact that she does not think the respective 

employee lives up to the current norms and practices and engages in a discussion with the employee 

of what measures must be taken in order to meet them. In such a process both the leader and the 

employee engages in a cultivation, as they gain new insight about how to develop and realise their 

potential. It is therefore in situations where the leader or the employees do not meet the norms that 

they will have to explicate the degree to which the norms have been internalised and how to 

improve their practices. These processes are explicit in how Daniel handles situations where 

employees have to undergo disciplinary cultivation, as he observes his employees and their 

practices while assessing whether or not they meet the norms. If he recognise practices that are 

opposed to the norms then he engages in a discussion with the respective employee and discerns 

which practices are acceptable and which are not. This discussion is equivalent to the process of 

examination, as it is here that the degree to which the norms have been met and internalised is 
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determined. Panopticism thus denotes the processes that are characteristic for disciplinary 

cultivation though these processes are also prevalent in the relation the leader has to her own self 

and the relation the employees have to themselves. Hence, it is a form of power that sustains in the 

relation one has to oneself as well as in the relation one has to the other. Its is therefore essential 

that the leader constantly relates to her own Being and her Being-in the-world, as this enables her to 

attain an understanding of herself. If she does not manage this then she will risk being alienated in 

her relation to her own self, which causes her to be unable to relate to, and internalise the norms of 

the organisation. If she is to relate to the norms of the organisation, she must be able to relate them 

to her own Being and include them in her etho-poiesis because this is how she internalises them. In 

this sense she is authentic when she internalises the norms, as she is able to relate them to how she 

understands her own Being-in-the-world. 

As the individual has a natural inclination to meet the norms and engage in practices that are 

deemed acceptable, the individual will exercise a power over itself, which will ensure this 

alignment. In this sense, the employees will primarily conduct themselves according to the norms 

and practices of the organisation wherefore it is only in situations where they fail to do so that the 

leader will have to exercise her power. It is in such situations that self-management proves to be 

insufficient wherefore the leader has to intervene in regard to managerial practices or leadership 

practices. Hence, it can be argued that the processes of panopticism enforces a power which is 

always present by means of the employees’ desire to conform to the norm. This form of power can 

be compared to the practices of self-management, as the employees engage in practices, which 

pertains to the norms of the respective department and the overall organisation. As long as the 

leader encourages their cultivation, this form of power can sustain. Though if the leader does not 

fulfil her responsibility of cultivating her employees then the power will no longer sustain as 

panopticism but be reduced to a restrictive force, a form of control. In this case, the employees 

would not be incited to self-manage but would conduct themselves in ways that will refrain them 

from punishment. It would therefore be a different form of power, as it will not be productive but 

prohibitive. 

Anne endorses the argument of power being productive rather than repressive in the sense that she 

believes it can be positive and not necessarily a negative factor in regard to leadership. :“I do not 

think that power necessarily is a negative thing. I believe, it can be positive as well”.56 She argues 
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that it is important to be aware of the power that one has as a leader, which also entails the relation 

to the other since it is in this relation that power can be exercised. 

As she perceives power as a positive thing it relates to the trust she has in her employees wherefore 

she understands power as something that contributes to the relation she has to them and their mutual 

cultivation. It can thus be argued that there is a close link between trust and power, as the degree of 

trust determines the form of power that the leader has to exercise. If the employees act in ways that 

causes the leader to lose her trust in them, then her relation to them will not be natural because their 

being-in-the-world is conspicuous to her wherefore she will be incapable of fully relating them. 

With a lack of trust the relation between the leader and her employees, is based on a form of power 

that she has to continuously assert through control. Consequently, the leader’s authority will 

constantly be in question wherefore the exertion of power becomes a negative dynamic. For this 

reason, it can be argued that self-management is highly dependant on the leader having trust in her 

employees, since this implies a power relation that persists without the need of being constantly 

reinforced. In this sense, power becomes a positive dynamic, as the relation between the leader and 

her employees is based on a disciplinary cultivation that benefits both parties. 

Eric substantiates the notion that power is productive, as he argues that power is a component in 

creating a drive within the employees. :“It drives things forward, we want to be ahead of the 

other”.57 As a leader Eric recognises that the employees are driven to keep cultivating themselves 

since they possess a desire to fulfil their potential and attain a significant status in the organisation. 

In this sense it also concerns the leader’s attention and solicitude, as Eric argues that he to a greater 

extent relates to employees who are characterised by a drive similar to his own than those who do 

not have this drive. Therefore he is more prone to engage in a cultivation with an employee whom 

he can relate to and who he feels a connection with. Power exists in this relation because it drives 

the employees to seek the leader’s recognition which they can attain by self-managing to an extent 

where the leader does not need to exercise control. If the leader recognises the employee, then she 

will probably be more engaged in cultivating the employees if she sees a potential to develop on.  

The correlation between leadership and self-management is therefore significant, as it enforces a 

power based on disciplinary cultivation, which is far more productive than a controlling power. 

This does not mean that the exertion of control is redundant but that it should only be exerted when 

the employees do not express a concern for the organisation and their practices potentially can be 

damaging. By encouraging the employees to self-manage, they are incentivised to constantly 
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cultivate themselves and not only base their practices on a care for themselves but also a concern 

for the organisation.      

The ability to have care of the self and concern for the organisation is therefore a prerequisite in 

relation to self-management, since the employees must be able to relate to themselves and the 

organisation in order to self-manage. In this sense their own self-preservation is dependant on their 

own cultivation and also the preservation of the organisation wherefore they must take this into 

consideration when self-managing. Thus they are incentivised to ensure the well-being of the 

organisation, as this ensures the sphere where their cultivation unfolds and they are able to practice 

themselves. Furthermore, the employees will lose the opportunity to cultivate themselves if they do 

not concern themselves with the organisation, as the leader will lack trust in them and exert a 

controlling power rather than a power based on disciplinary cultivation. 
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Culture 
The sphere where the leader and the employees practice their relations to one another and to the 

organisation is part of the culture that exists in an organisation. Culture is denoted as shared 

assumptions, which have been made valid as several individuals have enforced them and thereby 

recognised them. Leadership can thus be understood as a practice that unfolds through the culture 

because it is practiced through the relations within the organisation. 

Since culture inevitably is a part of an organisation, it is closely connected to leadership in the sense 

that the relations within the organisation creates and enforces the culture. Leadership is therefore 

part of the culture and is legitimised by the culture as the leader must conduct herself according to 

the existing culture, as she would otherwise risk losing her authority. The leader must therefore 

align her practices with the culture and ensure the cultivation of it since the culture is more 

powerful than her wherefore it is important that she maintains a relation to it in order to be able to 

challenge it when necessary.  

Leadership can thus be argued to be practised through and with culture, whereas managerial 

practices are subjected to the culture, as they are more prone to be practiced within a given setting 

rather than challenge and seek to evolve it. However, culture normally functions as a firm 

framework for the unfolding of management. In this sense culture is important for the preservation 

of the leader and the legitimisation of her power and practices. Though it is also essential for the 

evolvement and success of the organisation because the culture has both the power to prevent new 

practices from being incorporated and the capacity to integrate new ones. For this reason the leader 

has to be aware of how the culture affects the organisation as well as her role as a leader since this 

is essential for her relation to her own self, the employees and the organisation.    

Leading through culture 
It has been argued that culture legitimises leadership and has the power to ensure the authority of 

the leader. Since culture is a basic component in an organisation, it must not be overseen in regard 

to the practices of leadership. Thus the leader must ensure her relations within the organisation as 

this presupposes her ability to practice leadership. In this sense the leader practices leadership 

through, and in accordance with culture, as she will most likely be unable to practice leadership, if 

her practices oppose the existing culture. The leader must therefore be aware that she might not be 

able to practice leadership if her practices are in contravention with the existing culture. Hence, she 

must acknowledge culture as a powerful force that legitimises her authority and her role as a leader. 

In order to practice herself as her own self she must assure that she can relate to the organisation she 
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is part of and to the existing culture. However, it is her job as a leader to engage in a cultivation of 

the culture, as she might experience a culture that is inadequate for the development and continuous 

well-being of the organisation. She can engage in this cultivation through the care she has for 

herself, the solicitude she has for her employees and the concern she has for the organisation, as it is 

through these relations that she encounters the culture. The basic underlying assumptions are 

thereby understood through the relations she has in the organisation, which entails that the practices 

of the organisation become visible to her. The leader can thus engage in these practices through her 

own self and the relation she has to her own Being. The care of the self can therefore be argued to 

be a presumption for the leader’s ability to engage with the organisation through her own Being. 

She must therefore be able to have a cultivation of herself in order to engage in a cultivation of 

others since she must have a relation to her own Being in order to relate to other beings.  

In other words, if the leader desires to engage in a cultivation of the culture, she must be able to 

relate to her own Being and to other beings-in-the-world because it is through these relations that 

she understands the culture. She must therefore gain insight into her own etho-poiesis and practices 

in order to understand the basic underlying assumptions and thereby understand the practices of the 

organisation. If she wishes to challenge the existing culture she must do this by engaging in a 

cultivation of her employees, as she must stimulate their etho-poiesis since she cannot control how 

they relate to the basic underlying assumptions. However, she can facilitate a process that will 

generate a self-awareness in the employees which will help them understand and relate to their own 

Being. In this sense she can address the basic underlying assumptions by drawing on an articulation 

of her own understanding of herself and her Being and her employees’ understanding of 

themselves, as this awareness will encourage them to cultivate themselves based on this new 

insight. As they gain this new insight in their own Being and their organisation they could be able to 

reach a deeper understanding of their own practices. Hence, if they are able to understand what they 

are doing, they could possibly be more open to gain insight into their practices in the sense of what 

their doing does. Thus, they might be able to have a deeper understanding of the practices they 

engage in since they would understand this to a greater extent and not only in regard to what they 

are doing and why they are doing it. If they are capable of gaining this insight of what their doing 

does they will be incentivised to cultivate themselves in order to develop more appropriate 

practices. In order to realise this there is a demand for a pronounced dialogue regarding these 

practices, which is founded in the culture.  
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By reaching this level of awareness the employees are capable of understanding which practices 

enforce and legitimise their leader’s authority and power wherefore they are able to affect the 

practices of leadership and management. Consequently, this can generate stronger relations between 

the leader and the employees, as the employees will have an understanding of their leader’s Being.   

Both the leader and the employees must therefore be aware of how they affect each other's practices 

since they both possess the power to substantiate and enforce them, possibly without being aware of 

how this affects their organisation. Employees can thus affect the practices of leadership if they 

continuously enforce the leader’s practices through their actions or contradict the practices of 

leadership.  

In relation to this, Daniel argues that his practices of leadership are enforced through his relations to 

his employees and by developing a culture that his employees pertains to and base their practices 

on. :”I believe that I am good at contributing in developing the prevailing culture in the department, 

then people can act within the framework of the culture as long as they pertain to the 

communicative set of values”.58 He believes that his authority and power is generated through his 

relations wherefore he attempts to lead his employees through the culture rather than through his 

prescriptions. This substantiates the notion that the evolvement of organisational culture is 

dependant on eliciting the employees’ etho-poietic process and cultivation, as this installs natural 

inclination of how to behave within the cultural settings. As they are not coerced into behaving a 

certain way but feel it is part of their own Being, they will be incentivised to develop and cultivate 

themselves. In this sense, the leader asserts her authority and power through her relations, which at 

the same time legitimises her practices.  

Daniel understands this dynamic, as he is aware of how his practices affect his employees’ 

perception of his leadership and the consequences this can have for him. Hence, their practices are 

more decisive than his in the sense that they may act in accordance with how they perceive his 

leadership practices, which will enforce these practices. Consequently, they are at risk of entering a 

cycle where they unwillingly enforce each other’s practices as he will lead them in concurrence to 

their behaviour and they will behave according to his leadership. In this sense, the leader must 

engage in this cultivation in order to gain insight in these practices and also encourage the 

employees to do the same. Otherwise none of them will be able to gain insight in how their 

practices affect the practices of other beings wherefore change will be impossible.   

																																																								
58 Appendix 3: “Daniel”, Interview, March 2nd 2016, (1 h. 27:56 min.) 
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The layers of culture uncovered 
The cultural layers within an organisation has been described as artefacts, espoused beliefs and the 

final layer, which are the basic underlying assumptions. The artefacts are the most covert and 

explicit level of culture, as they entail the visible structures and processes of the organisation. It is 

thus the level that denotes the atmosphere in the organisation by means of the architecture, decor 

and arrangement of the offices. The espoused beliefs signify the explicitly articulated core values as 

well as the vision and mission of the organisation. The final and deepest level of organisational 

culture consists of the basic underlying assumptions in the means of assumptions, beliefs and 

perceptions that have become so taken for granted that they are an implicit part of the everyday 

practices in the organisation. This level is the most difficult to gain insight in wherefore it is also the 

level that possess the most power because it can operate through practices that the leader may not 

be aware of.     

In regard to the practices of leadership these levels must be understood in relation to how the leader 

relates to the culture and how she concerns herself with the organisation. In the aforementioned 

example with Daniel and how he believes he engages with the existing culture in his organisation, it 

is important to bear in mind that the leader has limited influence on all three layers. The leader 

might not have influence on the artefacts and the espoused beliefs because these could have been 

established without her influence. However, she does have a degree of influence on the basic 

underlying assumptions if she has the insight to understand them, as it has been argued that she 

must be able to relate to her own Being in order to relate to these basic underlying assumptions.  

Since there are leaders at different levels of an organisation they are probably not all involved in the 

process of determining the overall framework for the entire organisation, yet they are the ones 

closest to their employees wherefore they are able to work with and through the culture from the 

bottom so to speak. In this sense the leader will practice within an overall framework consisting of 

artefacts and espoused beliefs and she will work through the basic underlying assumptions if she is 

able to understand and engage in them. Anne describes a recent encounter with the basic underlying 

assumptions “You become more aware of how others perceive you... You can do something with the 

best intention possible. I just did that, I sent an email this morning regarding a quantitative 

assessment with cheering words and a smiley, and they thought it was horrible! Why did I send that 

email because that assessment did not mean anything to them”.59  

																																																								
59 Appendix 1: “Anne”, Interview, February 24th 2016, (38:00 min.) 
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Even though she meant to encourage and praise her employees they interpreted it in a completely 

different manner and as she got this feedback she altered her practices. This exemplifies how 

powerful the basic underlying assumptions are, as she was unaware that it was in discrepancy with 

these that she would send such an email even though she did it in the best intention. Thus the basic 

underlying assumptions have the power to make the leader re-evaluate her practices in relation to 

her own self and the relations she has to the employees and the organisation. As they have the 

power to challenge her practices she must react when she is faced with resistance since she would 

otherwise jeopardise her authority. In other words the leader must respond to the practices of her 

employees and she must do this on the basis of the insight she has in regard to why they are doing 

what they are doing and how this affects her practices. If she acts without reflecting on this, she will 

just enforce their practices and they will enforce her practices. Ultimately, none of them will 

understand each other’s practices and therefore be unable to relate to their Being.  

She can conduct herself on the basis of this if she is capable of being authentic in her leadership and 

relate to her own Being, which in practice this means that she is able to exemplify these values 

through her behaviour. This entails that she will be able to relate to her employees through her 

solicitude for them, as it requires an understanding of their Being to respond to their practices in a 

reflective manner. Otherwise she would not engage in her relation to them and thereby not facilitate 

their cultivation, which is important for them to gain a deeper insight in how their practices affect 

hers. Therefore she must ensure that they engage in a cultivation because they too must gain the 

insight to uncover how these basic underlying assumptions are influencing their practices.  

In this sense it can be argued that the practices of leadership are the only practices that are capable 

of understanding and addressing the basic underlying assumptions, as managerial practices only 

will be able to work with the artefacts and the espoused beliefs. This is because management will 

lack the insight in the deepest layer of the culture and therefore will be unable to understand that it 

even exists, there will only be a basic discrepancy which the manager will be unable to address in 

other ways than through coercive control. 

Casper is an example of this lack of recognition of the basic underlying assumptions, as he believes 

it is good practice to use the core values of the organisation to appraise the performance of the 

employees. :“All the leaders gather to discuss the employees and how they have performed 

according to the core values”.60 In relation to this he considers the core values as a tool that he can 

use to control and unify the practices of his employees. He believes that the employees can either 

																																																								
60 Appendix 2: “Casper”, Interview, February 29th 2016, (18:47 min.) 
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live the core values and be a role model or contravene them, which will give rise to sanctions upon 

such behaviour. This demonstrates a clear oblivion of the fact that there is a deeper cultural level 

that operates through basic underlying assumptions. Thus, he neglects that there is a level beyond 

the core values that have been stated wherefore he is unable to address the basic underlying 

assumptions and consequently relate to his employees and his organisation. In this sense he reduces 

the core values to a mere tool and thereby a managerial practice even though they might have been 

based on a practice of leadership. The core values are therefore not fully utilised as they are used to 

appraise performance and to sanction behaviour that does not conform to them. In this sense, the 

core values will never become so entrenched in the organisation and the employees’ practices, as 

they cannot be internalised due to the way in which they are used to reprimand behaviour. For this 

reason, the core values will attain the status of rules and regulations rather than something that is an 

implicit part of how they conduct themselves in the organisation. In other words, they will never be 

a part of the basic underlying assumptions wherefore they will not have the power to lead the 

behaviour of the employees and the leaders. 
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Practicing Leadership 
In the previous chapters it has been argued how the practices of leadership relate to the leader 

herself and to her Being-in-the-world. It can therefore be argued that to understand leadership, it is 

essential to investigate how the leader relates to her own Being and to her Being as a leader. 

Leadership must therefore be perceived as a part of the leader’s Being, as there is no such thing as 

separating her Being in regard to practicing leadership. Her practices are based on how she relates 

to her own Being and to her Being-in-the-world in a given situation wherefore she must base her 

leadership practices on who she is and how she relates to her own self. The practices of leadership 

are therefore part of the leader’s Being-in-the-world since she always relates to her own Being and 

in this sense to her leadership practices. As she continuously attempts to make sense of her own 

Being and understand herself in relation to her Being-in-the-world and other beings-in-the-world, it 

seems prevalent that her practices as a leader are contingent on her relation to her own self. It is in 

this relation that she understands her Being as a leader and relates this being to other beings-in-the-

world, wherefore she practices herself according to how she perceives herself in the given situation. 

For this reason, it is impossible to generalise the practices of leadership by means of specific 

protocols, competencies and concepts because leadership is something that comes into being in the 

leader’s relation to her own self and her Being. It is therefore essential to perceive and interpret 

leadership in its being which pertains to the leader’s Being-in-the-world. In order for the leader to 

engage in the practices of leadership she has to be able to dwell in her Being as a leader, since this 

enables her to understand her own Being and her Being as a leader as one Being. In this sense she 

does not perceive leadership as a role she pertains to, rather it is a fundamental part of her own 

Being. Thus, seen from an ideal perspective, she is able to be herself in her practices since there is 

no differentiation between how she practices herself and how she practices leadership.  

It is therefore an essential part of leadership practices for the leader to have a relation to her own 

Being and to constantly relate this Being to all her practices and thereby not perceive leadership as 

something external to her Being. In other words, the way in which she conducts herself as a leader 

and relates her practices to her employees and the organisation, is founded on her relation to her 

own Being.  

As the leader bases her practices on her relation to her own self, it can be argued that she engages in 

a etho-poietic process where she continuously creates herself based on her own values and, if 

possible, the ones of the organisation and to her relation to her Being. She therefore must choose 

herself in every situation she is part of and she will do this based on her etho-poiesis since this 

ensures that she chooses herself as herself every time. When she engages in an organisation she will 
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inevitably be affected by the values and the practices that exist in the organisation. Therefore she 

will constantly have to relate this to her perception of herself wherefore the etho-poietic process 

might be continuous since she is constantly faced with new impressions, which incites her to re-

evaluate herself. Thus, this is how she secures authenticity in her practices, as she will always be 

authentic if she bases her practices on her relation to her Being-in-the-world. If she is unable to 

relate to her Being-in-the-world she will experience her leadership as something external to whom 

she believes she is. In this sense she will feel alienated from her practices because she cannot 

recognise herself in them. Consequently, she will be unable to practice leadership based on her 

relation to her own Being since this requires that she dwells in her role as a leader. Thus, she will 

lose her authenticity, as she cannot unite her Being with her Being as a leader, which causes her to 

be incapable of engaging in etho-poiesis since she cannot choose herself as two separate beings. 

This may cause her problems, as she will not know what or whom she should base her decisions on 

if she has two different sets of values pertaining to her own self and herself as a leader. In this sense 

she risks finding herself in a situation where she is part of an organisation which has values that she 

cannot relate to her own Being and therefore not include in her etho-poiesis. She will then feel that 

she is alienated from the organisation and the practices she is expected to engage in. Hence, she will 

be unable to practice leadership from the mode of dwelling, as she will be forced to continuously 

attempt to relate to and understand the values of the organisation. She will do this from the mode of 

building because it will seem foreign to her wherefore she will try to understand it in a mere 

theoretical manner. In order to practice leadership she must strive to attain the mode of dwelling 

since it is the mode which is desired in regard to her practices, as they can only be based on her own 

Being if she is able to dwell. However, the mode of building will never become redundant because 

it is inherent in the mode of dwelling to be able to navigate between the two. As building strives 

towards dwelling, it can be argued that building essentially is dwelling and that dwelling is a basic 

state of being. As the leader perceives herself as a Being, she will dwell in the sense that she has a 

relation to her own Being. For this reason, leadership is related to the mode of dwelling since it is in 

this mode that the leader relates to her Being and Being-in-the-world wherefore it is in this mode 

she is the most authentic. Thus it is desirable for the leader to be in a mode of dwelling, as this 

enables her to choose herself as herself in any given situation, which is expedient when she has to 

decide on the next course of actions.     

However, the mode of building must not be eliminated as it is in this mode that the value-based 

practices of management occur. In this sense there is a need for both leadership practices and 
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managerial practices since they complement each other. The managerial practices must therefore be 

perceived as a part of the practices of leadership and the leader must be able to choose management 

and use managerial tools when she sees fit. 

The relation the leader has to her own self derives from her kind of Being, as this Being always 

relates to itself and therefore can be understood as care. Thus the relation the leader has to her own 

self is basically a care she has for herself. This care is what constitutes all her practices such as 

etho-poiesis as this derives from the care of the self. Thus, the care of the self is fundamental for 

how the leader perceives and relates to other beings-in-the-world, as she will always base these 

relations on the care for herself. In this sense, the care of the self is a prerequisite for the solicitude 

she has for her employees and the concern she has for the organisation. This means that all her 

practices can be deduced to her care for herself, as her solicitude for her employees and her concern 

for the organisation is dependant on her relation to her own Being since it is based on this relation 

that she relates to other beings-in-the-world. The leader’s care for herself is therefore fundamental 

to how she practices herself and relates to other beings, as her Being-in-the-world elicits her care 

for herself because her Being is a fundamental existentialistic issue for her.  A part of the care of the 

self is the cultivation the leader engages in as she has care for herself, this cultivation is what drives 

her to a continuous evolvement of her practices. She engages in this cultivation as the objective is to 

ensure her relation to her own self and the relations she is a part of. Cultivation is a social process, 

as her relations affect how she cultivates herself and she, as a leader, has a responsibility to 

facilitate her employees’ cultivation. In this sense cultivation is a part of her relation to her 

employees wherefore it is through this that she has the power to practise leadership.  

As she practices leadership and authority through this cultivation it can be regarded as a disciplinary 

cultivation since it is in the relation to her employees that she address their practices. When she 

engages in this cultivation she facilitates the employees awareness and desire to conform to the 

existing norms and practices. She encourages them to cultivate themselves on the basis of their 

etho-poiesis and the values of the organisation. Coaching is an example of how she could facilitate 

this cultivation, as she would encourage them to evaluate their own practices in regard to how they 

relate to themselves and to the organisation. Thus, she will be able to lead them through this, as they 

self-manage on the basis of this relation they have to themselves. Her leadership practices can 

therefore be understood in relation to discipline since she will use discipline but not in a coercive 

manner. The power that she exerts over her employees is thus a power that incites to evolvement 

and cultivation wherefore it can be considered as productive rather than restrictive. In this sense, the 
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leader approaches problematic behaviour by engaging the respective employees in a dialogue that 

will help them reflect and attain an understanding of themselves and their Being. The employees 

will then use this knowledge to cultivate themselves and their relation to the organisation, as this 

benefits themselves as well as the organisation. By cultivating themselves they retain a care for 

themselves, which is a prerequisite for their concern for the organisation. This disciplinary 

cultivation is thus based on a power that the employees exert over themselves by cultivating 

themselves in relation to the values and norms of the organisation. The leader therefore has the 

responsibility to facilitate this cultivation and only exert control in situations where it is deemed 

necessary.    

These norms and values that exist in the organisation are part of the culture, as they can be 

understood in regard to the three layers of culture. It has been argued that the basic underlying 

assumptions are the most powerful part of the culture as it is the deepest layer and thereby the one 

that is the most difficult to approach. The leader engages in the culture by understanding the norms 

and practices that exist in the organisation and by internalising and cultivating herself on the basis 

of them.  

As the basic underlying assumptions are an implicit part of the practices of the organisation the 

leader can only approach them through practices of leadership, as management will lack the insight 

which is required in order to gain an understanding of this deepest layer of the culture. Leadership 

is founded in the relation the leader has to her own self, her employees and her organisation 

wherefore she will be able to approach these basic underlying assumptions as they are inherent in 

these relations. The leader cannot singlehandedly change the culture, however as she understands it, 

she can consider these dynamics when practicing leadership. As she understands and relates to the 

culture, she practices leadership based on this relation she has established to the organisation and to 

the culture. The culture is therefore a part of her practices, as she will understand her own Being in 

regard to the relation she has to the organisation as well as to her own Being-in-the-world and her 

employees. It is thus a part of her cultivation of herself as she must consider the relations she has 

when understanding and cultivating herself. 

In this sense, culture has more power than the leader since leadership is founded on and legitimised 

by the culture. It is therefore fundamental for the leader to engage with the basic underlying 

assumptions, as she would otherwise only be able to practice in regard to the artefacts and the 

espoused beliefs. In other words, if she does not understand and acknowledge the existence of the 

basic underlying assumptions, she will have difficulties practicing leadership since she will lack 
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insight in the deepest layer of the culture and therefore only operate in to the two first layers. 

Consequently, she will face situations where she does not have the insight to understand why her 

leadership practices do not have the expected effect wherefore she will resort to exerting control 

and engage in managerial practices.   

As the leader must constantly relate to her own self, her employees and the organisation it can be 

argued that leadership is practiced in these relations and on the basis of the leader’s care of the self. 

When the leader relates to her own Being it can be perceived as the fundamental part of her Being, 

as this essentially is care. This care is what all her practices are founded upon wherefore the 

solicitude she has for her employees only is possible insofar as she has care for herself. The same 

applies for the concern she has for the organisation as this too, is founded on the care she has for 

herself. In other words, the leader must be able to have a relation to her own Being in order to relate 

to other beings-in-the-world because she cannot understand their being if she does not understand 

her own. In this sense, leadership is practiced in the tension between the care of the self, the 

solicitude for the employees and the concern for the organisation. It is a tension since these three 

does not necessarily coincide wherefore the leader has to balance them and always do so in 

accordance to her own Being.   
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The Existentials of Leadership 

Existentials 
The objective of this thesis has been to uncover the practices of leadership and how this relates to 

the being of leadership in the sense that the leader always has a relation to her own Being. Thus 

these practices must be considered in regard to her Being, as they always relate to this and to her 

Being-in-the-world. It is therefore essential to address leadership in relation to how its being is 

constituted in the world and how the leader’s own Being relates to her Being-in-the-world.  

The thesis will therefore elaborate further on how leadership can be practiced in regard to 

existentials61 of leadership since this entails the ontological relation to the leader’s Being. These 

existentials characterise leadership, as they are fundamental for how the leader must perceive her 

own Being and her practices of leadership. Hence, they are to be considered objects of reflection 

when the leader engages in the relation to her own self in the sense that she has a constant relation 

to her own Being. The leader must therefore consider these existentials when she engages in her 

practices and on the basis of this reflect on her own Being and her Being as a leader. In this sense 

the existentials will be a guidance for the reflections the leader has to engage in, in order to sustain 

a relation to her own Being when she practices leadership. They must therefore be a part of the 

leader’s relation to her own self in regard to how she cultivates herself and seeks to constantly 

develop her practices. This could be in relation to leadership coaching where she must relate her 

practices of leadership to her own Being. In such a situation she must consider these existentials, as 

they are a foundation for her practices as a leader. This is where she will be able to approach the 

being-in-the-world of leadership and how her own Being relates to this being-in-the-world. In this 

sense she can understand and relate to the being of her leadership practices and thereby to her own 

Being. 

Thus, these existentials facilitate the leader’s relation to the being of leadership, as she can approach 

this being by reflecting on how she relates to these existentials in regard to her own Being. 

The central practices of leadership that have been presented in the previous chapters can thus be 

reduced to four existentials of leadership. 

																																																								
61 The concept of existential should be understood in regard to Heidegger’s conception of “existentiality” 
which denotes the basic state of being for those entities that exist. Existential thus entails the structures of 
being that Beings are characterised by, as the concept of Being is already included.  
Heidegger, M. (1962). Being and Time. Malden, MA; Oxford: Blackwell Publishing Ltd., p 33    
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The four existentials are; care of the self, sustainment of authenticity, normative exemplification 

and cultural sensitivity. They will all be reviewed and explicated in the following with the aim of 

giving them a mere practical character.  

Care of the Self  
The first of the four existentials is the care of the self, which is the essential part of Being since this 

can be understood as care. The leader must therefore have a care for herself, as she has a relation to 

her own self and thus understands herself and her Being-in-the-world.  

The care that she has for herself is also the foundation for how she cultivates herself and thereby 

relates to her practices of leadership. As she must ensure a continuous cultivation of herself in order 

to self-sustain as a Being in general and as a leader, she must prioritise this relation to herself in her 

daily practices. She can do so by engaging in self-reflective practices such as coaching and 

mindfulness where she will be able to gain insight in her own Being. This coaching which she could 

engage in must be a coaching which allows and encourages self-reflection on the basis of the 

leader’s own self and relation to her Being. It must have its focus on the leader’s own Being and 

Being-in-the-world rather than evaluating the leader’s performance, it must function as a tool for 

her own cultivation and in this sense create insight rather than appraise behaviour. Protreptic would 

be the preferred type of coaching, as this is based on values and thereby facilitates this insight into 

the leader’s relation to her own Being. The leader can therefore engage in a protreptic dialogue with 

a coach, a colleague or with herself, as this dialogue can be a part of her own reflection and in this 

sense a part of her etho-poiesis. 

This care of the self is fundamental for all the leader’s practices since she always must relate them 

to her own Being. The relations she has to others emerge from this care of the self wherefore she 

must start by caring for herself in order to have solicitude and concern for others. As it has been 

argued the leader has solicitude for her employees and she has a responsibility to engage in and 

facilitate their cultivation as well as her own. She can do so by inviting them to participate in 

reflective practices where they can discuss their perception of e.g. the core values of the 

organisation. This will serve as the scene for a reflective dialogue, which will be a part of both the 

leader’s and the employees’ cultivation. 

Assessment of her leadership will also be a practice that can incite the leader’s cultivation of 

herself. In this sense the employees would have the opportunity to assess their leader’s practices 

and thereby provide a framework for her further reflection, as she would be inclined to reflect on 

what her doing does. This will generate a renewed insight into her own Being-in-the-world and 
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thereby a new understanding of herself. Hence, she will then be able to use this new understanding 

of herself in the continuous cultivation that she must engage in. The care of the self and the 

cultivation of the self are therefore practices that the leader always must engage in and be aware of, 

as it is on this foundation that she practices leadership.       

Sustainment of Authenticity 
The sustainment of authenticity is the second existential, as it is important for leadership that the 

leader can remain authentic in her practices and in her relation to her own self.   

She must ensure authenticity in all her practices by basing her practices on the relation she has to 

her own self and to her Being-in-the-world. She does this on the foundation of the care she has for 

herself because this is the basic aspect of her Being and thereby her authenticity as well. 

Thus, her authenticity is an expression of how she relates to her own Being and to her Being-in-the-

world in a given situation. Based on this relation she must therefore be able to choose herself as 

herself every time. It is therefore an indication of how she understands and relates to her own Being 

in the given situation since this can change through her cultivation and care of the self. In practice 

she can ensure her authenticity by preserving the relation she has to her own self in all her practices, 

as it is through these practices that she will be able to assess her authenticity. This could be in 

regard to how she conducts herself in accordance to the values of the organisation. If she practices 

according to the values of the organisation but these practices does not align with her understanding 

of herself, then she will experience herself as inauthentic. This could be exemplified by a sense of 

mismatch between how she practices leadership and how she relates to her Being. Within an 

organisational setting this could be expressed by the employees who could experience their leader 

as imbalanced in her practices because she could be prone to say one thing and do another. In this 

sense they would perceive her as stressed and inconsistent in her practices and in her relations to 

them and to the organisation.  

Etho-poiesis is an important aspect of being in regard to authenticity, as the leader must create 

herself on the basis of her own values and her Being-in-the-world. In this sense she constantly 

creates herself through this etho-poiesis wherefore it is how she can ensure her authenticity. She can 

do this by relating her practices to her perception of who she is and to the values she has based 

herself on and thereby sense if she is authentic in her practices. Ideally the leader is able to choose 

herself every time she practices since these practices are based on her own Being-in-the-world, 

which entails that she always practices as herself in that moment since she cannot be anyone else 
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but herself. However, the care of the self is an important factor in regard to this as it is fundamental 

for her to have a relation to her own Being in order to know who she is and thereby choose herself. 

When making decisions the leader must adhere to her etho-poiesis since she must base her decisions 

on who she is in order to remain authentic. As she makes more and more decisions she will get 

accustomed to relating this to her Being and thereby she will be able to make decisions in a more 

natural way, as she will not have to explicitly reflect on them every time. In other words, her etho-

poiesis will be so grounded in her daily practices that she will relate her practices to this and use it 

as a normative guideline for how she should practice. The leader must therefore be consistent in her 

practices in regard to how she relates them to her etho-poiesis in order to sustain her 

authenticity.       

Normative Exemplification 
The third existential of leadership is normative exemplification, which entails a discipline that is 

based on the cultivation of the employees rather than a restrictive and prohibiting discipline.  

It can thus be understood as a practice where the leader engages in the cultivation of the employees, 

with the objective of guiding their behaviour in accordance to the organisational settings. In this 

sense she engages in and facilitates their cultivation in order to ensure that their practices align with 

the overall goals and values of the organisation. The way in which the leader can engage in this 

normative exemplification could be through performance and development dialogues with the 

employees where the leader has the opportunity to evaluate her employees based on set 

performance measures. In order to function as a disciplinary cultivation this must facilitate a 

reflection where the employees are invited to reflect upon their own practices in relation to how 

they perceive themselves and how they relate to the organisation.  

In this sense the performance and development dialogue will function as disciplinary cultivation, as 

the employees are confronted with the norms they are to meet and are evaluated in regard to how 

well they have succeed in this. However, it is a dialogue wherefore the employees have an 

obligation to participate with their own Being and thereby create this reflection on their own 

practices. Thus it must be perceived as a forum where the leader has the opportunity to have the 

employees clarify how they relate to the norms and values of the organisation in relation to their 

practices. It must not be considered a strict performance measurement rather it is a form of 

equipment that facilitates this reflection where both the employee and the leader must participate 

with their understanding of the values of the organisation and their relation to their own Being. This 

dialogue must be based on both the leader’s relation to her own Being and the employees’ relation 
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to their own beings. This will ensure that her exertion of power will be productive rather than 

prohibitive since the employees will feel that they are part of the establishment of the normative 

guidelines that they are to follow. In this sense it will become part of their being and further 

sanctioning will probably be redundant, as it is incorporated in their being wherefore they will act 

accordingly in similar situations because they will choose themselves based on the relation to their 

being. This however, is only possible if the employees are given the opportunity to articulate both 

their own values and the possible dissent between these and the established cultural values of the 

organisation. If this condition is not met then the leader will not qualify as an agent of solicitude.    

As the leader has to engage her own Being in these dialogues it is of great importance that she has 

care for herself, as she cannot engage in this if she does not know herself and her own Being. The 

leader must use herself as an example of this cultivation in order to lead her employees to a new 

insight of their own being. In other words, she must facilitate and give them the tools they need to 

self-manage and thereby reduce the need for managerial practices. 

Another way to practice disciplinary cultivation is for the leader to have a constant relation to her 

employees and thereby be able to engage in their cultivation when necessary. This could be done by 

inviting the employees to a discussion of a given action instead of merely sanctioning and 

prohibiting it. In this discussion the employees are incited to give their own recollection of their 

practices in order to reflect on how they relate to their own Being and the values of the organisation. 

The leader can thereby help the employees reflect on their actions and put them into perspective, 

which will encourage their ongoing cultivation. To summarise, normative exemplification is based 

on a dialogue that facilitates the employees’ reflection and thereby incites to cultivation based on 

this reflection, the relation to their being and to the organisation. The leader facilitates and 

participates in this dialogue wherefore she must be prepared to engage with her own reflections and 

relation to her own Being. In this sense disciplinary cultivation relates to the development of the 

employees, as they are encouraged to realise their own potential and retain a relation to their own 

being.  

Cultural Sensitivity 
The fourth and final existential is cultural sensitivity. The leader must recognise the significance of 

the culture in order to understand the being of it and interact with it. Hence, she must attempt to 

understand its being-in-the-world in relation to her own Being and Being-in-the-world, which will 

thus be established on the basis of how she interacts with and understands the culture. She must 

therefore ensure that she acknowledges both the explicit and implicit parts of the culture, as both are 
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essential for the legitimisation of her leadership. In practice she can do this by ensuring that she 

knows the best practices and the espoused beliefs of the organisation and that she can relate these to 

her own Being. Yet, she must also engage in the practices and norms that are present in a mere 

implicit manner in the organisation as these too are powerful factors in the culture. She can do so by 

engaging in the relations she has in the organisation since it is through these that she understands 

and relates to the organisation and her employees. She can sustain her cultural sensitivity by 

engaging in practices that will make the cultural dynamics apparent to her, this could be through 

workshops regarding the core values of the organisation where she will gain insight in the espoused 

beliefs and also in how the organisation and the employees relate to these espoused beliefs. She 

must be aware of how they relate to them, as it is through this practice that she can gain insight in 

the deeper levels of the culture. Hence, she must understand their practices since it is here the 

organisation and the employees act on the basis of their being-in-the-world. It is therefore important 

for the leader to engage in such practices as she can gain insight in the basic underlying 

assumptions by investigating how her employees and the organisation practices in general. In this 

sense, the dynamics of culture are revealed to her when she engages in the practices of the 

organisation with her own Being and thereby creates her Being-in-the-world in relation to the 

culture’s being-in-the-world. Thus, it is on the basis of her own Being-in-the-world that she can 

relate to and understand the practices and basic underlying assumptions that are a part of the 

cultural dynamics.  

The leader must stay up to date with the artefacts and espoused beliefs of the organisation such as 

the employee-manual and the core values. However, as she must always know these explicit parts 

of the cultural dynamics she must also engage in them. For example, if she wishes her employees to 

engage in a workshop about the core values she must also participate on equal terms with the 

employees, as she would otherwise only observe their practices and not engage in them.  

As the employees and the organisation are cultivated through their practices it is also important for 

the leader to participate since she would otherwise not be a part of this cultivation wherefore the 

culture could develop in one direction and the leader in another. Consequently, she would be 

alienated from the practices of the organisation and thereby her employees because they would be 

unable to recognise her practices in regard to the organisation. Additionally, the culture would no 

longer legitimise her leadership and she would risk being unable to practice leadership within the 

cultural settings. Thus she would be compelled to base her authority on mere managerial practices 

based on protocols, manuals and best practices. Hence the purpose of this existential is for the 
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leader to recognise the power of the culture and incentivise her to engage in the dynamics that the 

culture consists of, as she would otherwise be unable to practice leadership.  

How to work with the existentials 
The four existentials of leadership has been reviewed in the previous chapters as ways in which the 

leader must relate to her own self, the employees and the organisation in order to practice 

leadership. The existentials are founded in the leader’s relation to her own self and the care that she 

has for herself. They are therefore not a concrete manual to practicing leadership, rather they are 

factors which the leader must consider in the relation she has to her own Being and to her Being-in-

the-world. However, this requires that the leader has a strong relation to her own self and that she 

has an understanding of her own Being which she constantly relates to and evolves. This 

complicates the practical perspective of the existentials, as it is not given that all leaders are able to 

relate to their own self and thereby understand their Being and Being-in-the-world. Yet, as the 

existentials relate to the being of leadership it would be impossible to exemplify them by means of 

specific procedures that the leader could follow, as they would be reduced to a managerial practice. 

The aim of the existentials is not to create a manual, it is to create a reflection where the leader is 

encouraged to relate to her own Being and to other beings-in-the-world as she understand them 

through her Being. Hence, they are established in order to give the leader a framework for 

understanding her own practices and the practices of her employees and the organisation.  

In this sense they are inadequate in regard to a leadership manual, as they do not provide concrete 

practices for the leader to follow. If they did provide this, they would no longer be characterised as 

existentials as they would not relate to the leader’s Being but rather to managerial practices.  

To summarise, the existentials are to be understood as a guideline for how the leader should relate 

to her own Being and to leadership and not as a concrete guide to practice leadership. Hence, the 

leader must consider the four existentials in relation to her own self if she wishes to practice 

leadership based on who she is and her understanding of her own Being.    
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The being of Leadership 
As it has been argued that the concept of leadership is based on a normative reflection based on the 

leader’s relation to her own self and to her Being-in-the-world, it follows that the leader’s core 

relation is based on care. This is because the Being of Dasein essentially is care. It derives from the 

Cura myth where Cura shapes a piece of clay into what is to be named as “homo”. Cura asks Jupiter 

to give the clay spirit and so he does, but when Cura wants to give the creature her own name, he 

refuses and states that it should be given his name since he gave it spirit. As Cura and Jupiter 

argues, Earth arise and asks for her name to be conferred on the creature since it was made from her 

body.  

Unable to reach an agreement, the three asks Saturn to be the arbiter and he decides that since 

Jupiter gave the creature spirit, it should be his at its death, and as Earth had given its body, it 

should be returned to her when it dies. Finally, as Cura had shaped the creature, it should belong to 

her for as long as it lives and to end the dispute of the creature’s name, it should be named 

“homo”.62  

The Cura myth is significant as it describes how human Dasein belongs to Cura for its lifetime 

wherefore care is the priority in regard to body and spirit and is the source of Dasein’s Being. 

Cura, or care is significant for Dasein’s Being wherefore it is significant for the leader’s Being and 

for her relation to her own self in the sense that this is what she bases all her practices on. 

Though the care of the self is a basic state of the leader’s Being, it is difficult to concretise how this 

care can be exemplified in the practices of leadership. This is because it is constantly dependant on 

the leader’s Being-in-the-world and how she continuously understands herself in regard to this. 

With this care, dilemmas of leadership follow since the leader considers this when she practices and 

therefore can find herself in situations where the care she has for herself brings her in normative 

conflicts with herself. 

This could be in a situation where the leader is asked to practice in a certain way which contradicts 

with her own values and perhaps changes the conditions for her employees. The dilemma occurs if 

she knows that if she does not do this, the consequences for her employees will be even greater. 

Hence, she can choose to stay true to her own values and resign as a consequence of not wanting to 

practice as she is ordered, or she can practice and try to minimise the consequences for her 

employees but still compromising her own values. In this sense, the leader risks having to prioritise 

between the interests of her employees, the organisation and the preservation of her own self in 

																																																								
62 Heidegger, M. (1962). Being and Time. Malden, MA; Oxford: Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 37, 2015, p. 242 
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regard to the values she bases herself on. The dilemma can therefore be considered as a normative 

one since it relates to the choice between a utilitarian objective rather than an intention to do good. 

The leaders who have been interviewed mentions this as a conflict which they find themselves in as 

they are aware that they might have to compromise their own sense of self in order to achieve a 

greater good. This is exemplified by their reflections on their authenticity as they argue that they 

have to be who they are and practice accordingly. The desire to remain authentic can thus be 

considered as care of the self since it strives towards a sustainment of a genuine relation to the self. 

In a situation where the interests of her employees goes directly against her relation to her own self 

she can be confronted with a quandary which can be unsolvable. An example could be to change 

the time schedule and have the employees meet in fifteen minutes earlier in order to enhance 

efficiency in the department and the performance of the organisation. In this case it is in the interest 

of the leader and fostered by her care for herself that she seeks to improve the efficiency of the 

department, as this will ensure her position as a leader. Such a decision may be highly disputed by 

her employees and may create conflicts. However the leader is driven to choose herself in this 

situation because she understands how this could benefit the organisation and since this benefit 

departs from her practices it could also benefit her own position and thereby her own self-

preservation. Another example which one of the leaders mention is the dilemma of making the 

decision to move the organisation abroad. This could be beneficial for the organisation, yet it would 

most likely go directly against the interests of the employees. This quandary can probably not be 

solved without the leader having to compromise herself or compromise her concern for the 

organisation wherefore there is no obvious solution. However, the leader can be placed in a 

situation where she has to make the decision to move the organisation or stay in their current 

location. She will make the decision based on her care for herself which means that even though she 

might compromise her own values, she has made the choice to do so.  

In this sense she can relate to her own self as long as she is aware of the choice she makes as she is 

able to reflect upon it in regard to her own Being. 

As true leadership has been characterised by the willingness of the leader to sacrifice herself for the 

benefit of her employees and the organisation, these dilemmas of leadership can compromise the 

legitimacy of the leader’s authority. If she refuses to sacrifice herself and thereby compromise her 

own values, her leadership will no longer be legitimised as this legitimisation is external to herself. 

However, if she chooses to compromise and thus sacrifice herself in order to ensure the interests of 
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her employees, her authority will be strengthened, as her employees will perceive this as a practice 

of true leadership.  

The balance between efficiency and quality is another dilemma of leadership as leaders can have a 

high degree of professionalism in their field of expertise, but as leaders they have to ensure the 

efficiency of the organisation and not solely focus on the specifics. Therefore they can be forced to 

compromise their professionalism in order to achieve goals of efficiency and additionally, they have 

to communicate this to their employees who might take great pride in their professionalism. This 

dilemma could be very specific within health care, as leaders here also have to prioritise between 

efficiency and quality, which ultimately could have impact on life or death. In this sense the leaders 

could be forced to compromise their professionalism to achieve goals of efficiency and thereby 

accept that they are not giving the care that they ultimately would like to. In this dilemma the leader 

must have a great conflict within herself as she knows that she has to make the choice and live with 

the choice that she makes. In this situation the care of the self is extremely difficult to uncover since 

the leader might not be aware of how she cares for herself in such a situation. By choosing her 

professionalism and thereby ensuring that she has always done everything she can, this can be 

considered caring for herself. However, choosing to prioritise and compromising her 

professionalism can also be considered care of the self, as she then ensures both efficiency and 

quality. This substantiates the notion of care always being the source of the leader’s Being as it 

entails that the leader herself is the only one who can determine what caring for herself means.  

Thus, the practices of leadership must be understood in regard to the leader’s relation to her own 

self, the employees and the organisation, which is founded on the care that the leader has for 

herself. The leader relates to leadership through her own Being wherefore leadership must be 

considered as a being-in-the-world and is to be understood through the worldhood which relates to 

it. In order to practice leadership the leader must relate her Being to the being of leadership and 

through this relation create her own Being-in-the-world based on the relation she has to her own 

self and her etho-poiesis. This ensures the leader’s Being in her practices of leadership and 

therefore that the leader practice her leadership as the Being that she is. In this sense the leader is 

able to understand and relate to her leadership as long as she relates this to her own Being. 

Hence, it is not possible to generalise how to care for the self, yet it is important to conceptualise 

this care as a basic state of Being and therefore a concept that leaders must constantly seek to reflect 

upon. 
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This reflection can be facilitated by the aforementioned four existentials of leadership which have 

the objective of incentivising an open reflection on the leader’s own self and her practices. The 

reflection which these existentials facilitate is considered to be fundamental for the leader’s 

cultivation of her own self and thereby her care of the self. 

Thus, the being of leadership is considered to be the care of the self as the Being of Dasein is 

fundamental for the Being of the leader wherefore the being of leadership consists of care. Due to 

the fact that leadership essentially consists of care, it is practically impossible to generate a general 

understanding of leadership practices, as they always will be dependant on the individual leader and 

her care for herself. 
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